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Abstract: This research seeks to investigate the possibilities and inadequacies of including wild animals within the 
justice realm. It bases this research on the reasons and rationales of representatives within environmental non-
governmental organizations (ENGOs), non-governmental organizations (NGOs) and public agency working with 
animal- rights and welfare or environmental protection. These representatives reason from a personal and organizational 
perspective concerning justice, ethics and morals to wild animals. Environmental Justice (EJ) and Ecological Justice 
(EcJ) serves as the main theories for this research where EJ is often perceived as anthropocentric and EcJ as a non-
anthropocentric amelioration of the former. The results indicate that Animal Rights (AR) and World Animal Protection 
(WAP) think more of animals in terms of individualism, whilst World Wide Foundation (WWF), Swedish 
Environmental Protection Agency (SEPA) and Swedish Society for Nature Conservation (SSNC) think in terms of 
consideration for species and ecosystems holistically. Some respondents perceived justice exclusively as a human term, 
however with regard to altered paths of reasoning later in the interview as most respondents continuously struggled, to 
various degrees, to make sense of justice in relation to wild animals. There were occasional uncertainties concerning 
ethics and morals, however less alien than the justice term and more relevant in relation to other NGOs, i.e. animal- 
rights and welfare organizations and less outspoken, though not entirely dismissed, within ENGOs and public agency. 
However, although some respondents occasionally argued that they do not reflect on ethics, morals and justice, these 
interviews are testament that they do, but with other terms and concepts that could be argued to be synonymous to 
ethics, morals and justice and perhaps used consciously and/or unconsciously at work. In other words, one can say that 
a different kind of rhetoric was applied i.e. justice in form of rights, respect. 

Another finding of the research was a structuration concern: specifically, on whether morals and ethics are reflected in 
law, or whether the law becomes what constitutes our morals and ethics, given as a majority of the respondents often 
refer to laws as general guidelines. In other words, does the law reflect reality, or does the law constitute reality? What 
is the dialectic here? In conclusion, wild animals might never receive full justice, where the researcher analyses it as a 
sequence of animals not holding moral capacities enough to be moral agents, though with the exception of having 
rights. As shown in the results, some wild animals can already be said to receive justice, e.g. wild animals as state 
property and hunting legislation, whilst other wild animals are excluded altogether, e.g. wild animals not being 
considered in welfare law. In this way, many future challenges include expanding the legal stance of wild animals. 
Human precedence barricades the opportunities for extending justice which are shown in this study and can be said to 
link to relational-, aesthetical-, contextual factors and deep cultural values and associations, aspects which overshadow 
human flourishing, wild animals not having a counterpart, animals as objects and so forth. Though, by giving e.g. wild 
animals a heightened status in legislation, extending the moral circle to include wild animals the utility of justice may 
prove helpful in furthering the rights and welfare of animals. Additionally, properties as recognition through, e.g. 
agency and capabilities could also guide us in giving justice to the natural world, as highlighted by Schlosberg (2007), 
but also the idea of intrinsic value as highlighted by many respondents. Future research may consider the holistic and 
individualistic tendencies held within ENGOs, NGOs and public agency to see how it could be mutually considered to a 
larger extent. As highlighted by one of the respondents, perhaps laws and legislation are not enough and that one could 
investigate more in how one perceive animals culturally, in other words human dimensions socially and culturally. 

Keywords: Sustainable Development, environmental justice, ecological justice, NGOs, ENGOs and public agency, 
wild animals
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Popular summary: In this research, the reader is acquainted with representatives personal and organizational 
perspectives on justice to wild animals. The researcher has conducted eight interviews with people at World Animal 
Protection Sweden (WAP), Swedish Environmental Protection Agency (SEPA), Animal Rights (AR), Swedish Society 
for Nature Conservation (SSNC) and World Wide Fund Sweden (WWF) to see what barriers and utilities exist in 
ascribing justice to wild animals. The barriers that are said to exist include human precedence over wild animals and 
nature, for example relational, aesthetical and contextual aspects hindering ascribing wild animals’ higher status legally 
as well as generally. Though, there is the experience of the researcher and which was also confirmed, that some of the 
respondents sometimes connect justice used within a human context, but that wild animals can receive some justice in 
form of rights. The justice term was in some cases considered cumbersome to use and that words as `respect approach´ 
and respect to interests should also guide us. Wild animals are, to some extent, considered in justice in terms of law, for 
example as state property or hunting legislation. Whilst, in other cases they are not, for example, considered in the 
animal welfare law or regarded in the moral circle. As the term justice is broad and thereby open for interpretation, it 
was sometimes difficult knowing how to talk about justice, though justice was perceived as something connected to 
law, philosophy and politics in a myriad fashion. In some cases, justice was connected more to laws and politics, in 
others it was more in terms of ethics and morals. In other words, there were a higher and lower degree of concern, 
though with reservation for interlinks. Additional findings that came up included a classic structuration concern: 
whether morals and ethics guide laws, or laws guiding morals and ethics. One may say that non-governmental 
organizations (NGOs) such as WAP and AR considered ethical and moral discussions more and environmental non-
governmental organizations (ENGOs) and public agency in terms of law, though with reservation to mutual 
considerations. Schlosberg (2007) has a prominent role in the student’s research as he, in line with sustainable 
development discourse, looks at Environmental Justice (EJ) and Social Justice (SJ) and the similarities found in the 
natural world, Ecological Justice (EcJ). As described by the author himself he highlights that “we can draw parallels 
between the application of notions of justice as distribution, recognition, capability, and participation in both the human 
and nonhuman realms” (Schlosberg, 2007, 6). 

Future research may consider holism and individualism where the former often characterize ENGOs (SSNC, WWF and 
agency (SEPA), whilst the latter NGOs (WAP, AR), to see how these niches can be considered mutually and less in 
isolation. There is also the possibility of investigating social dimensions on how animals are perceived culturally, for 
example social acceptance hunting wild animals. 

Keywords: Sustainable Development, environmental justice, ecological justice, NGOs, ENGOs and public agency, 
wild animals 
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1. Introduction
“The justice approach to animal ethics maintains that the unfair treatment is the 
primary moral wrong being perpetuated on non-human animals. Justice theorists 
seek to demonstrate that our current attitudes towards animals are inconsistent with 
impartial moral principle” (Lekan, 2004, 184) 

Massive biodiversity losses are among one of the local and global challenges the human race is amidst and 
will encounter in the future (see e.g. McCullum, 2015; Cafaro, 2015). “[A]s far as we know, no single 
species has ever significantly reduced planetary-level biological diversity — until now” (Cafaro, 2015, 387). 
There is a scholarly consensus that humans are the primary cause and conservation biologist’s consents that 
the direct drivers of biodiversity loss are habitat loss among others (see e.g. Sodhi & Ehrilich, 2010; 
Primack, 2014). It is explained that increased human populations (see e.g. Brashares et al., 2001; McKee et 
al., 2003) and human economic activity (Wood et al., 2000) are the primary drivers (Cafaro, 2015). 

There appears to be an increasing number of paths to take to biodiversity conservation and wildlife 
protection in the context of current threats to biosphere integrity. The question of whether or not all of these 
paths are equally productive, right or defensible has been the preoccupation animal rights theorists and 
environmental ethicists for many decades. One path that has been explored but also criticized has been that 
of environmental justice (EJ). In the work of Mohai et al. (2009) environmental justice is stipulated as a 
result of “the unequal impacts of environmental pollution on different social classes and racial/ethnic 
groups” (Mohai et al., 2009, 406). Pellow describes EJ as a movement focusing on combating “the 
disproportionate environmental risks and harm borne by poor communities and/or communities of colour 
that result from commercial, industrial, or municipal operations at the local, state, federal or tribal level” 
(Pellow, 2013, 331). Thus, EJ delivers sustainability through promoting human beings’ right to a healthy 
natural environment. This is often said to be through EJ’s particular focus on the distribution of 
environmental risks, harms, and benefits among human populations (Plumwood). This has led to authors, 
e.g. Schlosberg (2007); Kopnina (2014), to critique EJ for being an anthropocentric (human-centered) route 
to take towards sustainability. Furthermore, Schlosberg (2007) underlines EJ as exclusively concerned with 
the environmental rights of humans while it can be said to fail in addressing the natural world in term of 
justice. By implicitly excluding non-human animals from the EJ discourse, the environment and its 
inhabitants are denied recognition as agents in terms of justice. This is problematic inasmuch as “there is no 
justice without recognition” (Kortetmäki, 2016, 91). Additionally, the theory of Ecological Justice (EcJ) has 
also been met by criticism for not considering concerns raised by movements for EJ (Schlosberg, 2007). 
Though, EcJ can be considered an opportunity “to push the protection of endangered life-forms high enough 
up to the scale of human moral concern” (Baxter, 2007, 4). Justice within mainstream political theory, as a 
whole, has interpreted the justice concept in an anthropocentric manner where non-animals are excluded 
(Garner, 2013; Plunkett, 2016; Attfield & Humphreys, 2016). Bradbrook et al. (2005) highlights 
insubstantial attempts to include non-human animals in the justice sphere. One example underlined is that 
interspecies justice (IJ) (care for non-human animals, plants and the living world) is less accustomed in 
national and international jurisdictions within Western legal theories of justice. This due to, according to 
Besserman (2008), legal frameworks exclusively considering anthropocentric rationality and the lack of 
moral debate. As explained by Wenz (1988) and which can be seen as a causal effect, “[l]ike human beings, 
non-human animals are residents of the biosphere. They are affected by our treatment of the Earth. 
Individual animals can experience suffering at our hands, and whole species can be driven to extinction. So, 
environmental justice cannot be complete if the interests of animals are ignored” (Wenz, 1988, 130). 

1.2. Problem background 
In background to this, insufficient detail has been given to alternative approaches where non-human animals 
are entitled justice. One could argue that the lack of a sufficient justice between non-human and human 
animals can be a result of how we ascribe value to animals and ecosystems, i.e. along (1) relational aspects 
(how closely related we are, how much we benefit from them), (2) aesthetics (associations with desirable 
attributes), (3) deep-seated cultural values and associations (fear, myths, historical narratives) and (4), 
contextual factors (socio-political predicament, management premises). Wild animals in particular, are 
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frequently and exclusively considered in relation to their economic value and very tricky to `care´ for 
ethically as they are res nullius, in other words no one’s property. Hence, wildlife is often under legal 
protection so far as wildlife use benefits humans in consuming animals for commercial exploitation or food 
(Nurse, 2013). In line with Nurse (2013), Garner (2015) also highlight that wildlife conservation is 
considerably driven by anthropocentrism as a means of benefitting economically, aesthetically, medicinally 
and culturally. In her work, Plumwood explains that, 
 

“[t]he dominant position in the West has insisted that concepts of justice are 
confined to the human sphere and to intra-human relationships. I will argue, to the 
contrary, that we can map a range of ethical stances and components of justice onto 
interspecies relationships and human treatment of non-human nature, and that there 
are important insights to be gained from doing so and to be lost from refusing to do 
so” (Plumwood) 

 
This quotation above can be said to provide direction and indicate the gap that will be explored in this 
research. As explained by Pierce & Bekoff (2012) researchers do not have a well-defined setting within 
which to work, due to the study of justice in animals being so new (Pierce & Bekoff, 2012). Although 
diverse, there seem to be an apparent quest to expand literature to involve non-human animals into the 
justice-sphere (see e.g. Garner, 2013; Baxter, 2005; Schlosberg, 2007; White, 2008; Nussbaum, 2006). One 
may assume that Environmental Non-Governmental Organizations (ENGO), Non-Governmental 
Organizations (NGOs), agencies and associations have a crucial role for determining and setting the justice 
discourse agenda on how, why and what wild animals to conserve and value as well as how NGOs, ENGOs 
and public agencies rationalize its animal- and environmental ethics in theory and in practice. In other words, 
the research hope to discern attitudes and values on nature and wild animals and see if wild animals can be or 
are recipients of justice within an organizational and public agency context. The research thereby seeks to 
partly investigate what justice approach, if any, or ethical and moral approaches respondents reason around 
according to representatives of World Wide Fund Sweden (WWF), Swedish Environmental Protection 
Agency (SEPA), Swedish Society for Nature Conservation (SSNC), Animal Rights and World Animal 
Protection Sweden (WAP). The interviews will try to uncover attitudes and values, but they will do so in a 
way that informs the investigation’s understanding of the justice concept, its limitations and possibilities for 
wild animals in an anthropocentric justice paradigm. 
 
To be able to highlight the essence of what is important in this research and how one can relate towards wild 
non-human animals, it is fully necessary to investigate earlier justice theory formations (e.g. Rawls, Bacon-
Cartesian, Spinoza) and whether these thoughts linger and enter new justice theory formations. This research 
will present historical and contemporary willingness and reluctance involving non-human animals in the 
justice sphere and/or other alternatives, as these attitudes may govern our attitudes and behaviors in law-
making and general attitudes towards wild animals and nature. In relation to this one may highlight positive 
and negative aspects and demonstrate the possibilities and difficulties proceeding, in other words whether 
(wild) animals and nature in the first place ought to be subject of justice/ethical considerations. What are the 
underlying attitudes and values toward wild non-human animals and nature, in other words how is it 
recognized and when familiarized with these thoughts: What motivations are held by respondents within 
NGO`s, ENGOs and public agency leading to the maintained, if any, justice principles/ethical 
considerations? In other words, what are deemed morally relevant properties for wild animals and nature to 
be subject to justice/ethical considerations? Are wild animals and nature occasionally deemed irrelevant, 
why? How is it translated practically? As previously mentioned, are there other plausible alternatives 
independently of justice? Or, do we need a more radical paradigm of justice or escape from justice entirely 
when protecting nature, e.g. sympathy, respect, recognition for it to really deliver and motivate (as argued by 
e.g. ecofeminists, like Adams (1993)? In other words, is it better to integrate EJ/EcJ in terms of law, and thus 
indirectly protect nature and animals, or is it better to have a discussion on a moral and ethical level where 
ecological or interspecies justice thinking are allowed to inform and expand EJ to a much larger portion? Or 
should EcJ converge with EJ? In sum, what are the possibilities and challenges held by respondents and 
theorists with wild animals being subject to justice? 
 
As highlighted by Lekan, “[t]he challenge for justice theorists in animal ethics is to show that humans and 
animals do share morally relevant properties, and that to include the one group on the basis of	 these 
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properties and exclude the other would be inconsistent with moral principle” (Lekan, 2004, 184). In 
background to this, the research seeks to answer the following research question: 
 
 
1.3. Research questions 
 

- What are the main barriers to inclusion of wild animals in the realm of 
justice? 

- What is the utility of the justice term for wild animals?  

1.4. Aim 
The aim of this research is twofold. Firstly, against the problem formulation, a critical perspective is adopted 
to evaluate the utility of the justice term as a deliverer for animal rights to wild animals, accompanied with 
barriers of wild animals being recipients of justice. In other words, what are the reasoning held by 
respondents within organizations and public agency when talking about “justice” and wild non-human 
animals as potential recipients of justice? Secondly, the purpose of the research is also to identify 
environmental- and ecological justice to see what justice theory/ies and values the chosen respondents seems 
to correlate(s) with. As explained by Bosselman “[m]ore recently, environmental ethics has taken an interest 
in theories of justice. As mentioned – and in line with the general environmental law debate - there are two 
broad approaches. One is to keep ethics and justice strictly separate, the other is to reconceptualize justice in 
the light of environmental ethics" (Bosselman, 2008, 80). The research has adopted an explorative approach 
consisting of a methodological, empirical and theoretical contribution on an area that has, to some extent, not 
been clearly identified. 
 

1.5. Disposition 
This inquiry begins by giving a (1) historical background on earlier attitudes and values toward nature and 
non-human animals, (2) animal ethics in relation to wild animals, moral considerability, hands on-hands off 
approach and Næss´s deep ecology as EcJ is more or less reminiscent of DE, (4) chosen methodologies and 
methods, (5) theory on EJ and EcJ, (6) result from interviews with NGOs, ENGOs and public agency, (7) 
discussion on theory and result and finally, (8) concluding remarks and answers to the research questions. 
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2. Background 
2.1. Bacon-Cartesian, Spinoza and Rawls – Nature, non-human 
animals and objections 
In order to get a contextual understanding of justice in relation to how non-human animals and nature have 
been treated in discourses earlier, Bacon-Cartesian, Rawls, Kant and Spinoza can be said to represent much 
of the attitudes and values that lingers and can be found, more or less, within justice- and general 
discussions today. Hence, what attitudes and values are discerned when talking of nature and non-human 
animals according to Bacon-Cartesian thoughts, Spinoza and Rawls?  

Baconian along with Cartesian worldviews both held a reductionist position, implying that identification and 
quantification of parts tells us everything there is. The reductionist was compromised by the view that the 
whole is reduced to merely a sum of separate elements. Thus, Nature was nothing else than mere machinery 
that should be appraised and manipulated in order to “achieve desired outcomes that maximize human 
utility” (Hansson, 2012). In other words, Nature is assumed to be enslaved and tortured in order to give away 
her secrets (Hansson, 2017, lecture 2017-01-20; Merchant 2008). As highlighted by Merchant “Bacon stood 
for the revealing of the "secrets of nature" for all to contemplate, admire, denounce, share, and put to use” 
(Merchant 2008, 162). In Hansson´s work he highlights the consideration to holism. Here, Hansson (2012) 
emphasizes the philosopher Spinoza which on the other hand can be said to be a remedy to the Bacon-
Cartesian reductionism. Here Spinoza instead argued for a contextual understanding of parts and wholes, in 
other words the interrelation rather than observing separate elements. Næss (1977) explains Spinoza as 
recognizing “a network of cause-effect relations connecting everything with everything. Nothing is causally 
inactive, nothing wholly without an essence which it expresses through being a cause” (Næss, 1977, 48). 
This is, in modern time, frequently called systems thinking (Hansson 2012). Contrary Descartes who 
believed animals were machines (Sandøe & Christiansen, 2008), Spinoza considered human-nature relations 
and the view that animals can feel. Since body and mind is in unity “there is no ground for assuming a sharp 
divide between the feelings of humans and those of other creatures, as they are still both subject to the same 
laws of nature, created necessarily of the same initial cause, and are both modes of the same attributes and 
substance” (Kober, 2013, 62). Descartes on the other hand argued that animals are mechanical (Kober, 
2013), that, unlike menfolk, have no reason at all (Descartes, 1968). Based on Descartes work one may 
perceive a hierarchical superiority where Descartes highlight the necessity “to examine in particular the 
nature of plants, of animals, and above all, of man in order to be able thereafter to discover the other sciences 
useful to us” (Descartes, 1968). In his work Silencing the Animals: Montaigne, Descartes and the Hyberbole 
of Reason, Melehy (2005) refers to Descartes who “makes the case for the uniqueness of man in the world 
that stems from his possession of reason, which animals don’t have, and which accords him dominion over 
them” (Melehy, 2005, 264). In line with Bacon-Cartesian reasoning, John Stuart Mill (referenced in 
Nussbaum 2004) ascribed nature as violent, conflictual, cruel towards animals and humans and anything but 
morally normative.  
 
In spite of the fact that Rawls believe animals are recipients of our direct moral obligations to them and 
duties of compassion (though the latter remains untold), Rawls does not consider animals possessing the 
properties to be considered in neither a contract- nor justice position.  The requirements for entering the veil 
of ignorance is for a moral agent to hold an original position where “each contractor has no knowledge of his 
or her natural talents and characteristics – his or her intelligence, gender, physical appearance, athletic 
aptitudes, and so on” (Rowlands, 2009, 5). One is neither aware of one’s position in society nor aware of 
what one despise or value. As understood by Rawls theory of justice, some humans possess a moral criterion 
of just treatment and can thereby enter an agreement. “Rawls might have said that just treatment is owed 
these persons in so far as they are capable of enjoying its benefits and protections. However plausible such a 
view might be, Rawls does not take this position” (VanDeVeer, 1979, 369). Narveson (1983) counter the 
contractarian thought and ask: If one is not aware of the Rawlsian criterions, could it not also ignore non-
human animals? (Narveson, 1983) In other words, eligibility for justice is seen to be tied to having certain 
rational faculties and those without them tend to be excluded. But scholars point to the inconsistency of this 
position, as ‘marginal humans’ (e.g. disabled, infants) lack these rational faculties and still are subjects of 
justice. Hence animals should also qualify. By “[i]ncluding species as an unknown characteristic behind the 
veil of ignorance means […] that the participants in the original position do not now know if they are going 
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to turn out to be moral agents, or non-rational entities such as animals or marginal humans. This would then 
allow “Rawls’s principles of justice to apply to animals” (Garner, 2013, 34). Thus, the inquiries that 
resurface in the contractarian discussion and which is relevant for this research, Nussbaum writes: “Who 
frames the principles? And for whom are the principles framed?” (Nussbaum, 2004, 301). Nussbaum (2004) 
then continues and answers that this reasoning in itself constitutes the critical point wherein rationality 
becomes the very criterion for membership in the moral community. This is said to be as the procedure 
imagines people deciding principles for themselves. However, it could be imagined differently as one could 
consider and thereby include many creatures, who would not be able to speak for themselves, in the group to, 
in a way, participate in the framing.  
 
Liberal theory of justice in a Rawlsian and general sense, has drawn criticism as it has concerned exclusively 
on strict and singular notions of distribution of goods to a society, in other words criticized for being 
exclusively monistic (single reality). The Rawlsian thought on distribution has been subject to numerous 
questionings as an attempt to expand the traditional justice theory where recognition, participation, and 
capabilities ought to be integral thoughts within the theory of justice. Nussbaum´s (2004) capability 
approach, and expansion, highlights that is not only a question of the pragmatic and static distribution of 
goods and services, but also, for example, questions on what the services and goods provide with and how it 
serves its function for humans in everyday life (Nussbaum, 2004). In other words, in order for humans to 
flourish, good health, political participation and social affiliations is needed. Additionally, as asserted by 
Kortetmäki (2016), “plainly distributive theories of justice do not consider [recognition] as a requirement for 
justice, which in turn enables disregarding various instances of misrecognition such as domination, 
humiliation, and disrespect, in the framework of justice” (Kortetmäki, 2016, 91). An additional expansion is 
that of the political theorist Young (2000) who argues within a social justice context, though not in a non-
human context, for a detailed investigation of the cultural, social, institutional and symbolic conditions 
motivating meagre distributions in the first place (Young, 2000). Recognition is a relationship, not a thing to 
be distributed (Young, 2000). In other words, these renewed perspectives of recognition, capabilities and 
participation are key to be recipients of justice, otherwise it is a matter of injustice. Distribution in its 
classical, monistic and Rawlsian sense neglects the “processes that construct maldistribution” (Schlosberg, 
2007, 4) and which must also be considered. Here Schlosberg (2007), and which will be investigated further 
in the research, finds an opportunity to borrow and insert, some, of these expansions/approaches 
(recognition, participation, capabilities, similarities) and bring them into EcJ and thereby, e.g. recognition of 
non-human animals and the natural world. Additionally, and in line with Schlosberg (2007), Felipe (2005) 
does in her work “A Limited Possibility of a Non-Speciesist Environmental Justice” extend the Rawlsian 
contractarian worldview by reconsidering e.g. “interests and goods of non-human animals” (Felipe, 2005, 
26).  
 

2.2. Perceptions on (wild) non-human animals and Nature  
 

“Focusing on a relational position would […] exclude those wild animals that are 
not in a cooperative relationship with humans and would seem to lead to the 
distinctly odd conclusion that animals are only due justice whilst they are being 
exploited by humans” (Garner, 2013, 6) 

 
Animals ethics has been discussed since antiquity but developed to greater sophistication during the 1970´s. 
Gruen (2011) explains in her work that is of high complexity with contesting points of departure. Chapiro 
(2006) asserts that moral agency is not exclusively in the realm of humans. Hence, the author has the 
impression of an “near-consensus” among philosophers involved in animal ethics that non-human animals 
cannot be proclaimed moral agency, only moral status. This view may be “based on an underestimation of 
the mental capacities of […] animals” (Chapiro, 2006, 358) and thereby inept of moral agency. Chapiro 
(2006) concludes that “[v]irtues such as compassion, courage, and loyalty provide the foundation of moral 
behaviour, and are more important than mastery of abstract principles” (Chapiro, 2006, 371).  

Considering wild non-human animals, Moen (2016) highlights that less attention has been given to animal 
ethics of wild animals and the discourse has instead exclusively concerned with domesticated animals 
(Moen, 2016). Within this, wild animals are entitled negative rights whilst domesticated are entitled to a 
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more elaborated suite of positive rights (Wenz, 1988). Palmer (2010), in line with Moen (2016), explicates in 
her work that suffering and pain are regarded differently and not as morally relevant when talking of 
domesticated and wild animals. According to, Animals Rights theorists (ART) wild animals should be 
protected from human citizen regimes, in other words not to be disturbed by human intervention at all 
(Donaldson & Kymlicka, 2011). Animal Rights theorists face however serious difficulties to the excessive 
moral dualistic (human-nature dichotomy) and individualistic tendencies, which not only is politically and 
philosophically weak, but “gives some higher animals access to moral consideration on par with humans, but 
leaves the great majority still outside in the cold, subject to continued backgrounding and instrumentalisation 
as the ground and home of conscious life” (Plumwood, 2002, 149). Ecological ethics is thereby dismissed 
which limits its efficiency in activism for animal justice and for developing a theory that allows for an 
integration of animal justice concerns with human- and environmental justice movements (Plumwood, 
2002).  
 
Palmer (2010) highlights that, capacities have unarguably been essential within animal ethics, nonetheless 
the author argues for an approach which also consider the different human-animal relations. Here she talks of 
domesticated, wild animals and fully wild animals as the latter being sentient and morally significant but, 
with no need for assistance from humans as they are outside political/social frameworks. Thereby natural 
processes as starvation or suffering is not unjust since no moral agents contributes to that outcome, thus 
being outside the “realm of justice”, specifically coined laissez-faire intuition (LFI) (Palmer, 2010). LFI 
implies that fully wild animals ought not to be accommodated by humans, whilst domesticated animals, on 
the other hand, are obliged care and assistance. Attfield & Humphreys joins in and highlight that “[j]ustice 
towards wild animals involves avoidance of human cruelty towards them, and of culpable neglect, but not 
attempts to subvert the very system of evolution through which they have evolved (Attfield & Humphreys, 
2016, 8). In her work, Palmer (2010) continue by presenting three relational approaches to animal ethics 
consisting of: Strong LFI, Weak LFI and No-contact LFI. The first alternative highlights that neither 
assistance nor injury is legitimate in the wild. Weak LFI means that injury is not permitted though, assistance 
is legitimate in the wild however not required. No-contact LFI emphasizes that injury is not permitted, 
though assistance is legitimate in the wild however not required, interaction with wild animals might 
engender special responsibilities for assistance (Palmer, 2010). Palmer maintain that “we have no duties to 
assist fully wild animals, but we may have extensive special obligations to assist those sentient animals that 
we have made vulnerable and dependent by (for instance) destroying their habitats, breeding them, or 
confining them” (Palmer, 2010, 188). Attfield & Humphreys (2016), in line with Palmer (2010), argues that 
“[t]reating [wild animals] fairly would involve, for example, ensuring that their habitats are sufficiently 
protected at least to the extent that they are able to fulfil their basic needs and further their own interests, and 
could involve refraining from acting in ways which may be considered to undermine their significant 
interests, even when our own interests are at stake, although this is not to say that comparative judgments of 
moral weight cannot be made. Justice towards wild animals does not, in any case, involve protecting them 
from predation, even when this would be possible, and despite such protection seeming to be implied, since 
such a policy would undermine the entire pattern of life of both predators and prey alike. Although there will 
be occasions on which injured animals, such as whales stranded on beaches, can and should be rescued, no 
comprehensive policy of intervention is remotely justifiable, nor, for that matter, seriously possible” (Attfield 
& Humphreys, 2016, 7-8) 
 
In the words of Arne Næss and unfolding similarities between Næss and Spinoza, Næss invites “friends of 
Spinoza to consider the many aspects of his philosophy that seem to accord with the basic strivings within 
the deep ecological movement” (Næss, 1977, 46). The Deep Ecology perspective (DE) acknowledges the 
environment and its intrinsic value (Kopnina & Cherniak, 2015) where the Foundation of DE explain the 
word “deep” as “referred to the level of questioning of our purposes and values when arguing in 
environmental conflicts. The “deep” movement involves deep questioning, right down to fundamental root 
causes”. Instead of superficial solutions, Næss (1986) promoted and required depth. Referring to EcJ, one 
will see later in the text that EcJ is an “interesting approach in contemporary environmental ethics, [which] 
shares many of its core ideas with deep ecology (Kortetmäki, 2016, 89). Here Næss (1986) made a division 
between different approaches on how to solve environmental issues: shallow ecology (SE) and deep ecology, 
where the former is often demarcated as anthropocentric and the latter ecocentric (Kortetmäki 2016). As 
emphasized by Næss (1986) DE “questioning…reveals the fundamental normative orientations of differing 
positions. Shallow argumentations stop before reaching fundamentals” (Næss, 1986, 411). Unlike (SE) 
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which support technological solutions (e.g. air purification), DE instead favor combating economics and 
technology resulting in acid rain in the first place. An SE solution would instead focus on finding trees that 
are acid tolerant. Næss (1986) explains that SE sees humans having precedence above animals, natural 
objects and plants merely as a valuable resource for humans. DE on the other hand do not conceive life-
forms and habitats merely as a resource but as important for its own sake.  
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3. Methods 
The methods of this study are of a qualitative character: literature review and semi-structured interviews. 
This section provides a rationale on the respective methods, with support from authors, on why it is deemed 
appropriate for the study, how the data will be used and challenges and possibilities with the chosen 
methods.  

The methodology of this research was neither of an inductive nor deductive character, rather a combination 
of the two and thus that of abductive reasoning. The research both sought to problematize from an empirical 
phenomenon and starting from theories where the researcher is leading the question between inductive and 
deductive approaches. As highlighted by Dubois & Gadde “[a]n abductive approach is fruitful if the 
researcher’s objective is to discover new things — other variables and other relationships” (Dubois & Gadde 
2002, 559). 
 

3.1. Semi-structured interviews 
This research was partly based on interviews, more specifically semi-structured interviews, which was 
deemed most appropriate for the research since one may gain access to respondent’s worldviews and visions 
through this method. Semi-structured interviews can thereby be said to have the objective to obtain 
descriptions of the interviewee's life-world in order to interpret the inner meaning of the described 
phenomena. Focus within qualitative research is, according to Kvale & Brinkmann (2014), on cultural, 
colloquial and conditioned aspects of humans thinking, learning and knowing. Since this research focused on 
the researcher and the respondents in an interview setting, a qualitative method was deemed appropriate 
compared to a quantitative approach, since one may have struggled attaining deeper understanding of a 
phenomenon by using e.g. questionnaires. Despite being aware of the quantity that one acquires through 
questionnaires, it can rarely provide or reflect a person’s position and thoughts in depth. Semi-structured 
interviews also allow the interviewee to divert from the questions, leaving the interview flexible while 
simultaneously keeping an eye on the interview guide. If the respondent approved, a Dictaphone recorded 
the interview in order to get at full comprehension of the respondent´s reasoning. After completion of data 
collection, the material was transcribed and thematic analysis was conducted. By transcribing one decreases 
the risk of internal loss of information and the opportunity to get acquainted with the data. Thematic analysis 
as a qualitative method serve to identify, analyze and report themes within data (Braun & Clarke, 2006). In 
other words, what patterns and trends are distinguished from interviews, literature etcetera? The process of 
thematic analysis contains numerous steps and examples on how to pursue, in other words it is a non-linear 
process. Braun & Clarke highlight six, potential, stages: (1) familiarizing yourself with your data, (2) 
generating initial codes, (3) searching for themes, (4) reviewing themes, (5) defining and naming themes and 
(6) producing the report (Braun & Clarke 2006, 16-23). In the result, citations are used to underpin and 
illustrate specific points to the reader in a pedagogical way. As a last note, some questions in the interview 
guide has drawn inspiration from author Andersson (2015).  
 

3.2. Thematic analysis 
Firstly, themes help creating structure when presenting the content from the interviews, while sorting and 
creating a narrative text that readers can easily absorb. When conducting a thematic analysis, the researcher 
is asked to, in the first phase, immerse oneself with literature, being an avid and active reader and revisit 
literature repeatedly. The quest is to find patterns, meanings etcetera. Once one is acquainted with the data 
and a list of ideas has been generated on content and what is interesting, the researcher can proceed to the 
second phase. This phase encompasses the procedure of initial codes the researcher deems interesting. 
Coding is an integral segment of the analysis process (Miles & Huberman, 1994). This since one categorize 
the data into important clusters (Tuckett, 2005). Continually, the conditions for coding can be two folded. 
Themes can either be data- or theory motivated. The themes can either depend on the data or to be managed 
holding certain enquiries that one wishes to code around. Additionally, Braun & Clarke explains that “[i]t 
will also depend on whether you are aiming to code the content of the entire data set, or whether you are 
coding to identify particular (and possibly limited) features of the data set” (Braun & Clarke, 2006, 18). 
After having a list of coded patterns, either by e.g. color-coding manually on the computer, using post-its or 
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a software program, the third phase proceeds by sorting the identified codes into themes. In this phase one 
starts to analyze one’s codes to see if different codes merge and thereby create a theme. Here, one can begin 
to distinguish the associations amid themes, codes and levels of themes, e.g. main themes and sub-themes. 
The fourth phase, involves refining themes. In other words, whether themes cannot either be entitled themes 
or perhaps a theme must become separate themes. At this stage one should “read all the collated extracts for 
each theme, and consider whether they appear to form a coherent pattern” (Braun & Clarke, 2006, 20). The 
fifth phase consists of the researcher naming each theme, and if any, subthemes. One question that one ought 
to ask is whether the themes and subthemes mirror the overall context of the inquiry? As an example, 
sustainable development can be perceived as a complex theme which demand sub-themes, for example food 
security, political ecology and so forth. Lastly, the sixth phase is comprised of the researcher structuring the 
final main-themes accompanied with sub-themes, if any (Braun & Clarke, 2006). In conclusion, this was 
replicated in the researcher transcribing the interviews, followed by either marking each research question 
and answer with the same color, fonts, font size or a combination of these. This in order to help in the sorting 
process of the thematic analysis and to differentiate between themes (see Appendix I). This process was 
followed by moving all questions and accompanying answers to separate documents where the researcher 
used a bigger font on the text that the researcher found particularly interesting and relevant. The whole 
process constituted of finding patterns and was ongoing throughout the analysis. Though, the text with 
bigger font was used when piecing together and creating themes and subthemes which was an immense and 
demanding challenge as it constituted of going back and forth continuously.   
 

3.3. Selected organizations 
The chosen organizations and public agency were deemed relevant for the study since this research sought to 
obtain a broader representation of views on wild animals. The research thereby sough to obtain perspectives 
from respondents within WWF Sweden, SSNC, AR, WAP Sweden and SEPA. The researcher managed to 
get hold of two representatives from each organization, except WAP and SSNC due to various reasons. The 
association Nature & Youth Sweden and The Swedish Carnivore Association (SCA) was also contacted but 
declined also due to various reasons. As a reader one has to be clear that due to the size of the organizations 
and public agency, the answers held by respondents do not necessarily represent the whole organization and 
public agency. One can thereby experience a dusk area of personal and official opinions where some 
opinions directly or indirectly represent the organization and public agency and in some cases not.  
 
The research is non-hierarchal and thereby the representation of the organizations and public agency varied. 
Since this research focused on multiple organizations with varying internal structures, choices were made in 
order to frame what kind of respondent that this research sought to interview. For example, when it came to 
if the respondents should have been paid for a certain time-period to participate, the researcher made a 
choice not to include this as a factor at all. This was based on the reasoning that some of the organizations 
are voluntary organization and that being paid for engaging in the organization, even for a long time, is not a 
given. Thus, a demand for respondents with a certain salary over a certain time-period was discarded, since a 
person who might have been with the organization for a long time with a lot of experience would be 
potentially excluded from the study. Though, the participant ought to be familiar with the organization and 
public agency in question in terms of organizational structure, aims and goals. 
 

3.4. Literature review 
The literature review was of a narrative character where it sought to examine “theory and research relating to 
[one´s] field of interest that outlines what is already known and that frames and justifies [ones] research 
question(s)” (Bryman, 2016, 91). As explained by Cronin “[a] literature review is central to the research 
process and can help refine a research question through determining inconsistencies in a body of knowledge. 
Similarly, it can help inspire new research innovations and ideas while creating greater understanding about 
a topic” (Cronin et al., 2008, 43). The narrative of the literature review did not exclusively concern the 
research field in question, but also the theories and concepts it derives from and contested views within it. By 
conducting a literature review, the researcher acquires a contextual understanding of existing literature and 
thereby position the study in relation to literature. Therefore, the literature review aided in putting e.g. 
concepts, theories in relation to each other (Bryman, 2016). 
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3.5. Delimitations and reflections 
As for delimitations and reflections for the study, respondents were either limited to those working with 
these issues theoretically or practically i.e. either stakeholders formatting policy documents at the 
organization/ public agency or stakeholders communicating practically outwards toward the public. There 
was a perceived feeling held by the researcher that much of the literature refer to the term “non-human 
animals” in a homogenous way where all animals are put in one category and diverging thoughts on how to 
relate to them (see e.g. Anderson, 2015; Matevia, 2016). It thereby made it difficult for this research to 
justify the means without generalizing because of this apparent absence, but every effort possible needs to be 
made at present to help bring about a more justly term where animals specifically and nature generally are 
met. It was thereby an experienced dichotomy, of the researcher and by others, between wild animals and 
domesticated animals not holding the same moral relevance and a clear tendency of blurring boundaries. In 
other words, wild animals in zoos and domesticated non-human animals released in the wild (Bovenkerk & 
Keulartz, 2016). As held by Palmer, “it is impossible to make neat dichotomy between wild and 
domesticated animals and because humans affect animal lives in a variety of importantly different ways” 
(Palmer, 2010, 3). Ought wild non-human animals be included in the moral realm of justice one can ask? 
However, in order to try limit the study and since the subject domesticated and undomesticated animals 
being too broad, the study was thereby limited and focused primarily on wild1 animals the chosen 
organizations choose talk about. Thus, depending on the respondents, it was either discussed in a general 
and/or specific manner on how NGOs and ENGOs specifically and humans generally refer and value wild 
non-human animals ethically and, if any, from justice principle(s).  
 
When acquainted with literature one realized the difficult task on how and what to include in a justice 
theory(ies) and the difficulty convincing why non-human animals, ecosystems etcetera ought to be 
considered within the moral realm of justice or if any consideration should be given at all. Is sentience a 
requisite for it to apply? And in that case, does/should it apply to domesticated animals and not wild 
animals? An additional difficulty held by the researcher was how to represent EcJ and EJ without giving a 
definition to something that has several definitions. The researcher thereby asked questions that represented 
the theories to the greatest extent possible. There was also the perceived experience held by the researcher of 
EJ holding higher representation in the literature field as well as the limitation of wild animal justice which 
inhibits the researcher to some extent. From the researcher´s perspective there was also the awareness that 
the order of questions and follow-up questions might have affected respondent´s reasoning’s and that 
answers would look different if question was in asked differently and in another order.  
 

3.6. Ethical considerations 
Once respondents agreed to be interviewed, the researcher provided with an informed consent document 
together with a study information sheet where respondents were informed about the research procedure. In 
brief, respondents were informed that the research is going to be published in DiVA, that one can remain 
anonymous and replace name with a pseudonym, withdraw at any moment during the process, benefits and 
risks when participating in the research etcetera (UK Data Archive, 2017). For a complete description on 
aspects considered, see Appendix I. Interview guide. (English), Appendix II. Intervju guide. (Swedish) and 
Appendix III. Information till respondenter. (Swedish) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                
1 What is considered `wild´ and `fully wild´ can be debated 
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4. Theory 
In the following section the theories Environmental Justice (EJ), Ecological Justice (EcJ) and Interspecies 
Justice (IJ) will be outlined along with suggestions on how proceed such as convergence between EJ and 
EcJ, but also Social Justice (SJ). The reader will be acquainted with an historical and contemporary 
overview of the concepts as well as its limitations and opportunities.  
 

4.1. Foreword on EJ and EcJ – an attempt to understand the myriad 
nature and tendencies 
In order to begin to understand EJ and EcJ, one can on the one hand discern EJ research exclusively and 
repeatedly be concerned with issues such as, i.e. environmental burdens on communities of color, indigenous 
communities and effects of climate change on poorer countries. One also come across EcJ and the 
implications of expanding moral boundaries of EJ to include non-human species. There are scholars who 
believe non-human animals and nature to be subject to justice in the sense of EcJ (e.g. Schlosberg, 2007; 
Baxter, 2005) and in his work, Schlosberg (2007) attempt to bring EJ and EcJ together, whilst others make 
attempts highlighting similarities between EJ and animal rights movements (Pellow 2013). Others, confirms 
that social justice (SJ) debates have a preference resulting in EcJ and rights of non-human species taking a 
step aside (Kopnina, 2014). Definitions of EJ or EcJ are not self-evident nor adequate, however one can and 
authors see precedence of either humans or nonhuman nature within EJ and EcJ. Activists and researchers 
develop and use varied conceptions of justice suggesting that EJ as well as EcJ are under constant expansion, 
in many directions, sometimes more/less or exclusively anthropocentric and/or non-anthropocentric. Low & 
Gleeson (1998) make a distinction between EJ and EcJ where the former concerns the “justice of the 
distribution of environments among peoples” whilst interests in the latter is in “the justice of the relationship 
between humans and the rest of the natural world”. In his work, Schlosberg (2007) asks “whether it makes 
sense to use those same conceptions in both the human realm and as applied to nonhuman nature” 
(Schlosberg, 2007, 103). 
 

4.2. Environmental Justice (EJ) 
When acquainted with Schlosberg´s work, one, on the one hand, come across several attempts defining EJ 
and also contested definitions (Schlosberg, 2007). In order to try to make sense of EJ and its diverging 
attempts (in addition to those presented above), samples of different definitions, classifications, however 
defined, will be presented. To start with, let us have a look at Kopnina´s (2014) work. Kopnina (2014) 
presents EJ (and EcJ) as follows: “First, environmental justice seeks to redress inequitable distribution of 
environmental burdens to vulnerable groups and economically disadvantaged populations. Second, 
environmental justice highlights the developed and developing countries’ unequal exposure to environmental 
risks and benefits. Third, temporal environmental justice refers to the issues associated with intergenerational 
justice or concern for future generations of humans. In all three cases, EJ entails inequitable distribution of 
burdens and benefits to different nations or social groups. By contrast, ecological justice involves biospheric 
egalitarianism or justice between species” (Kopnina, 2014, 1), or in other words, interspecies justice or 
interspecies egalitarianism. Schlosberg (2007) explains that EJ movements in USA and globally understand 
justice in an interlinked manner; thereby it exists a multitude of conceptions of justice where it applies both 
to communities and individuals. In other words, EJ movements see justice as plural and pragmatic unlike 
liberal theorists. Additionally, the expressed feeling of injustice is described to derive from that EJ activists 
often need to defend their identities from being devalued, there is often a direct connection between making 
efforts to demand respect as a community and defending the core identity of the group. However, this 
response from EJ activists are not solely about the challenges of redistribution of environmental benefits and 
risks or even demands for recognition. It is also a matter of empowerment, participation and making one’s 
voice heard. Schlosberg (2007) states that these matters connect directly with the necessary procedures in 
decision-making of environmental policies, that the publics´ essence and the collective realm are directly 
linked to the functioning and the capabilities of communities as well as their residents.  
 
In 1982, environmental racism became a national political and academic issue due to civil rights activists 
hindering North Carolina from dumping polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) contaminated soil in the county 
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with the highest rate of African Americans (Mohai et al., 2009). The EJ field subsequently appeared “as an 
interdisciplinary body of literature in which researchers were documenting the unequal impacts of 
environmental pollution on different social classes and racial/ethnic groups” (Mohai et al., 2009, 406). EJ is 
partly a critique on how environmental goods and bads are distributed and partly the question of whom is left 
outside these distributions (Schlosberg, 2007). As a result of these distributive injustices, people have been 
disadvantaged and forced into displacement due to the high and uneven burden of environmental bads on 
indigenous persons, people of color, ethnic minorities and low-income communities. In other words, EJ has 
been concerned both by class and race (Schlosberg, 2007). Environmental Justice (EJ) covers at least two 
parts of grassroots environmental movements which reminds of Kopnina´s (2014) first and second aspects of 
EJ: (1) movements against environmental racism that emerged as a result of disproportional and 
environmental induced risks on poor communities and people of color and (2): the antitoxic movement 
where the initial focus was on the environmentally induced risks affecting communities, i.e. nuclear waste, 
industrial waste sites and pesticides. Though, as a counterargument to the disproportional impacts, risk-based 
approaches have been employed within EJ studies. Instead of “examining proximity to the sources of 
environmental hazards, such as distances to industrial facilities or hazardous waste sites, risk-based 
approaches examine the dispersion of the pollution risk itself to see where pollution burdens fall” (Mohai et 
al., 2009, 412). Still, studies show that Latinos and African Americans confront the “greatest cancer risk in 
the segregated metropolitan areas” (Mohai et al., 2009, 413). In other words, EJ movements greatest 
motivation is for cultures and communities to survive in a scheme where there is misrecognition and cultural 
devaluation (Schlosberg, 2007). EJ is also articulated as where environmental injustice and inequity is 
caused by climate change and its disproportionate effects on poor countries as “a direct result of the 
economic domination of Northern interests and transnational corporations” (Rising Tide, 2012). Here Rising 
Tide propose several suggestions, one of which includes “a transition to renewable energy which does not 
fall hardest on low-income communities or communities of colour” (Rising Tide in Schlosberg, 2007, 85). 
There are in other words both inequity in terms of the profitable distribution derived from environmentally 
destructive practices, but also whom are recipients of the bads, in this case warmer climate but additionally 
resource depletion and patent of indigenous knowledge. Here Schlosberg does not perceive justice as 
separate entities, but rather as an integrated whole. “Social justice, environmental justice, and ecological 
justice are tied together [….] as the poor suffer both social and environmental inequity and nature is drained 
of resources for economic gain” (Schlosberg 2007, 83). 
 

4.2.1. Oppositions and replies – Environmental Justice 
 

“Never is the environmental justice movement primarily concerned with wilderness” 
(DeLuca, 2007, 27) 

 
As with most concepts within the realm of environmental ethics, EJ remains contentious. Critics argue that 
social justice and equality issues are still underconsidered. Early work conducted by scientists and activists 
gave little consideration incorporating voices of people of color and the working classes in solving 
environmental issues. An additional controversy is that of disproportional impacts on poor communities and 
people of color and how to document these and once injustice has been documented, documentations has 
proved controversial due to uncertainty responding to them (Mohai et al., 2009). Furthermore, the EJ 
discourse has been met by a vary of disagreements where researchers, (see e.g. Mitchell et al., 1999), 
question the approach held within the majority of EJ literature. Here the aforementioned authors, mean that 
literature focus predominately on post problematics instead of underlying issues resulting in the reproduction 
of these problems. Here the authors have a hen or the egg discussion on whether it is the facilities or people 
that came first. In other words, “[o]ne question is whether the facility was located initially in a minority or 
low-income community or if minority and low-income populations came to live around the facility over 
time” (Mitchell et al., 1999, 229). 

To further elaborate and to make a transition to expanding conceptions of justice, Shoreman-Ouimet & 
Kopnina (2015) also puts EJ under a loupe where it is reflected upon. The aforementioned authors highlight 
that “[a]s evidenced by the rise in environmental justice issues addressing the equitable distribution of 
environmental burdens across populations and socioeconomic levels, our humanistic altruism has increased 
during the post-colonial decades. Yet, perhaps as a result of this concern, billions of animals are slaughtered 
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and biologically diverse flora are cleared on a daily basis to satisfy the consumption aspirations of humans” 
(Shoreman-Ouimet & Kopnina, 2015, 323). As demonstrated by Agyeman (2005) one may argue that EJ´s 
focus on justice and equity is merely anthropocentric. As a complement, one may say, Agyeman add Low & 
Gleeson (1998) and their focus on ecological justice as justice to non-human nature. However, as one can 
discern in the seventeen principles developed at First National People of Colour Environmental Leadership 
Summit the linkage between “cultural integrity with environmental sustainability, and sustainability for 
humans along with other living beings” (Schlosberg, 2007, 49) which contradicts the idea of EJ being 
anthropocentric. As stressed by Timmons Roberts (2007) these “principles stress the importance of increased 
participation of people of colour as equals at all levels of decision making” (Timmons Roberts, 2007, 288). 
On the other hand, DeLuca (2007) says something else about the principles. Here the author says that there is 
only one principle stating the disconnections between humans and nature. DeLuca (2007) also highlight that 
“[e]nvironmental justice activists have successfully shifted the meaning of environmentalism from a 
wilderness focus to a human and human habitat focus” (DeLuca, 2007, 30). One explanatory reason for this 
when reading DeLuca´s (2007) work could implicitly be understood as counterargument to “white 
wilderness” and thereby the distance to wilderness. As DeLuca (2007) explains: “Through Carleton Watkins’ 
Yosemite photographs, William Henry Jackson’s Yellowstone photographs, Thomas Moran’s paintings, and 
John Muir’s writings, among others, the values of elite “white” culture were inscribed in a vision of pristine, 
sublime wilderness that subsequently became a foundational value of the preservation movement” (DeLuca, 
2007, 38). Pellow (2016) believes, on the other hand, that EJ can be expand to a direction of Critical 
Environmental Justice (CEJ), which can be likened to many elements found within EcJ. Here, “CEJ Studies 
brings greater attention to how multiple social categories of difference are entangled in the production of 
environmental injustice, from race, gender, sexuality, ability, and class to species, which would attend to the 
ways that both the human and the more-than-human world are impacted by and respond to environmental 
injustice” (Pellow, 2016, 223-24). As highlighted by Walker (2011) it is necessary to examine environmental 
injustice observations in a more critical, analytical and detailed manner, in order to “separate out and 
examine the different elements of environmental justice claim-making, to think carefully about evidence of 
inequalities, how it is constituted and what it means” (Walker, 2011, 214)  
 

4.3. Expanding conceptions of Justice - Ecological Justice (EcJ)  
 

“Recognizing sentience, needs, agency, or integrity in nature gives us avenues to 
expand our understanding of the community of justice, and of ecological justice 
specifically (Schlosberg, 2013, 138). 
 
“To conceive of justice to nature, ecological justice, it is necessary to reconceive of 
the basis of justice in the way we think of our `self´ and thus how we define our 
interests and values” (Low & Gleeson, 1998, 133)  

 
Baxter (2005) explains the theory of Ecological Justice (EcJ) as a means of recognition of all animalcules, 
sentient and non-sentient and its claim in justice to a fair share of the planet’s environmental resources. 
White (2008) further stipulates that “[e]cological justice demands that how humans interact with their 
environment be evaluated in relation to potential harms and risks to specific creatures and specific locales as 
well as the biosphere generally” (White, 2008, 19). In other words, EcJ´s main concern “is with the quality 
of the planetary environment (that is frequently seen to possess its own intrinsic value) and the rights of other 
species (particularly animals) to life free from torture, abuse and destruction of habitat” (White, 2008, 18). 
EcJ is in other words “urgently needed to elaborate an adequate practical moral response to the pressure 
which Homo sapiens has recently been exerting upon the other species of this planet” (Baxter, 2005, 8). Here 
Baxter (2005) further explains that once living organisms are ascribed moral considerability, be they sentient 
or non-sentient, they are recognised to possess welfare interests of moral significance. When this is accepted, 
the next step becomes an issue of distributive justice as the organisms in question need their fair share of 
environmental resources in order to meet their interests. This implies that humans, that are moral agents with 
the position to affect the distribution, need to act in ways that may not be in their short-term interests but 
rather in ways that upholds justice between the species. Baxter (2005) provides also with efforts on 
institutionalising arrangements of EcJ, where the author brings up six aspects, upon which two is presented 
below which are especially suitable for this research:  
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“3 Such legislation involves acceptance of restrictions, some of them severe, upon 
human beings’ pursuit of their own interests.  
 
4 It is possible for human beings to ‘speak for the non-human’ in a non-arbitrary and 
motivated way, basing claims upon convincing evidence (about, say, what non-
human preferences actually are)” (Baxter, 2005, 162) 

 
As explained earlier under the chapter “4.1 Foreword on EJ and EcJ – an attempt to understand the myriad 
nature and tendencies” EcJ is broad and thereby accompanied by different reasoning. As White (2008) 
explains, there may be distinctions in how humans and environments are valued philosophically. White 
(2008) brings in biocentrism and ecocentrism positions in the explanation of EcJ, whereas Garner (2013) 
understands ecocentrism as equivalent to DE. To illustrate, White explicates that “humans may be placed on 
the same footing as other species, and cherished and valued as part of the ecological whole. In some cases, 
however, the fate of specific individuals is less important than the prospects facing the biosphere generally” 
(White, 2008, 19). According to Whites (2008) understanding, “biocentric approach privileges the biosphere 
over and above specifically human interests and considerations. An ecocentric point of view, however, 
grounds its understanding of humans in terms of social relationships, including relations of power, and links 
these to wider ecological concerns. Humans and environments are both liable to exploitation, and frequently 
the two are inseparable institutionally (it is the same social forces, usually related to global capitalism, that 
drive the exploitation). An ecocentric perspective therefore is premised on the idea that ‘the environment’ 
has its own intrinsic qualities that must be incorporated into human understandings and forms of production 
and consumption” (White, 2008, 20). Additionally, “ecocentric thinkers do not see people as hierarchically 
superior to nonhuman species, but demand that nonhuman species be granted rights independent of their 
relationship or utility to human beings” (Shoreman-Ouimet & Kopnina, 2015, 323). White (2008) explains 
that according to some advocates of biocentric or deep green perspective, famine or AIDS may be perceived 
as nature’s way of dominating population growth and thereby beneficial for the earth generally. Thus, an act 
is not deemed illegitimate if it ultimately proves advantageous to the biosphere as a whole. This, anti-human 
perspective considers humans as the problem whom should thereby be under control, or in some situations, 
eliminated. 

Additionally, White (2008) also provides with a practical example of ecological injustice, specifically 
uranium contamination:  
 

“The indiscriminate contamination of people is also simultaneously the 
indiscriminate contamination of places and other living creatures. From the point of 
view of ecological justice, this means that human actions have violated basic 
ecological citizenship principles and the rights of nonhuman animals to be free from 
abuse and suffering” (White, 2008, 49)  

 
“The benefit for animals of being part of the discourse of justice relates to the status of the concept. The fact 
that a case of injustice is regarded as something that ought to be remedied urgently means that it is more 
likely to entail legal compulsion. So, whilst it is possible theoretically to conceive of a moral realm 
independently of justice, it is doubtful if any direct moral duties to animals, equivalent to or greater in weight 
than those attached to justice claims, can, in practice, be established. In actuality, in other words, excluding 
animals from a theory of justice amounts, at best, to the claim that we have very limited direct duties to some 
animals, and, at worst, that we only have indirect duties to them” (Garner, 2013, 163). 
 

4.3.1. Interspecies Justice (non-human animals) 
 

“A crucial part of environmental ethics is scrutinising the anthropocentric prejudices 
and otherising stances we hold that are obstacles to interspecies justice and which 
prevent us from relating to earth others as fully and ethically as we might otherwise 
do” (Plumwood, 2002, 168) 
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When acquainted with the interspecies justice discourse, however defined, one is met by a subject of high 
complexity. Though, Bosselman (2008) highlights that by involving interspecies justice within ecological 
justice, this approach to justice seeks an ecocentric route rather than an anthropocentric. Bosselman (2008) 
further stipulates that in order for interspecies justice to gain a foothold, the barricade to just treatment of 
non-human animals, in which are deeply ingrained in the human mentality, needs to be reconsidered. Both in 
terms of human’s position in the world and the idea that one has about what entails justice (Bosselman, 
2008). Matevia (2016) says for example that: “if a society agrees that animals have moral standing, then it 
also needs an interspecies theory of justice to adjudicate when human and animal claims conflict and the 
outcome is detrimental or harmful to animals” (Matevia, 2016, 189). How can this be realised? Here Matevia 
(2016) proposes a biocommunitarian theory of interspecies justice. The biocommunitarian approach is an 
attempt to avert anthropocentric worldviews and instead embrace biocentric framework. As explained by 
Matevia (2016), biocentrism consists of three varying points of departure: individual biocentrism, holistic 
and biocentric pluralism. The difference is the extent to which species are alleged equal intrinsic value. Here 
Matevia (2016) has a holistic perspective as her “appropriation of communitarianism tries simultaneously to 
remain attentive to the well-being of individuals, while at the same time regarding species and biotic 
collectives as entities with interests of their own (Matevia, 2016, 198). Matevia (2016) explains that a 
contractarian approach of justice is limited merely to those who can follow the agreed principles and in order 
to halt this dominion that “no longer makes sense” a biocommunitarian theory of justice may be useful. “A 
guiding principle of responsibility will entail that the members of a biocommunitarian society who can 
evaluate their impacts on other members will commit not only to reduce harms to wild spaces and wild 
animals but also to more proactively seek and promote the biotic common good” (Matevia, 2016, 199). 
Practically it would, for example, be demonstrated in alleviating pressures between humans-elephants. A 
biocommunitarian “would favor policies that set aside protected land elsewhere in the region for elephants, 
create anti-poaching “protector” jobs on those reserves, and assist farmers with land management methods 
that facilitate coexistence with nearby elephants” (Matevia, 2016, 201). 
 
In order for interspecies justice to be realised and anthropocentric prejudices within environmental ethics to 
be encountered, Plumwood (2002) thereby propose elements that might be used in different programs to face 
these challenges and rethink environmental ethics. In other words, elements that can be used as a means of 
identifying a diversity of ethics that are contextually specific and applicable for interspecies relationships, 
which counter anthropocentric prejudices and human-nature dualism. There should be principles of 
interspecies distributive justice that stress the necessity to share the planet with other species, including 
species who might be deemed inconvenient and difficult for humans with examples such as crocodiles, bears 
and snakes (predators that may kill or harm animals under human protection or humans themselves). 
According to Plumwood (2002) a moral dualism can be said to organize moral concepts in a way which 
results in hyper-separated all-or-nothing approaches. As an example, one may look at a being with fully-
blown rights as rivalling human rights of treatment whereas other beings might not be subject to any form of 
ethical consideration at all. This hyper-separation between moral consideration and respect contra plain use 
of a species is argued by Plumwood (2002) to result in a wide array of consequences for everyday life, 
animals and nature as a whole. Thus, a major challenge is at hand in moving towards a non-anthropocentric 
culture, as epistemic and ethical frameworks have to be developed in order for non-humans to gain a non-
secondary, non-derivative or instrumental place. Three of six elements are presented below and which might 
be used in programs: 
 

• “Dealing with obstacles to interspecies justice in our ways of framing the other, and adopting 
methodologies and stances of openness rather than methodologies of closure. This is an important 
preliminary to interspecies justice and communication  
 

• Opening up ethics, for example by making the human/other species distinction less central to our 
ethical thinking, and decentering the human and the human-like in vocabularies and conceptions of 
ethics 

 
• Opening up ethics, for example by making the human/other species distinction less central to our 

ethical thinking, and decentering the human and the human-like in vocabularies and conceptions of 
ethics” (Plumwood, 2002, 169) 
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4.3.2. Oppositions and replies – Ecological Justice 
 

“Nonhuman, nonliving nature remains the environment in which all other beings 
exist, sustain themselves, develop interests, and, for humans, develop 
preferences for the good life. We are still left with the task of finding a way to 
include a larger consideration of nature in a conception of justice” (Schlosberg, 
2007, 120). 

 
As with EJ, EcJ has also been countered with criticism. In Schlosberg’s (2007) work the author express the 
disappointment and insufficient attempts of EJ and EcJ theories extending justice beyond the distributive 
realm, despite movement and theoretical requests of such expansion. Hence, Schlosberg highlights that much 
focus has instead been given to environmental ethics and values where an interface between environment 
and justice has been avoided. In line with Schlosberg, Baxter (2005) highlights the resistance held by 
political philosopher´s against EcJ theory. Here Baxter consider three main objections which “relies on the 
underlying assumption that justice can apply only to moral agents” (Baxter, 2005, 77). These are "(1) Issues 
of distributive justice among a group of beings only arise when those beings voluntarily cooperate to produce 
and/or preserve a set of goods, such as environmental benefits. Non-human organisms cannot be 
meaningfully said to cooperate voluntarily to produce environmental benefits and so the question cannot 
meaningfully be raised of what share of those benefits different organisms should receive (2), Justice in 
distribution involves the assignment of property rights to recipients of such justice. However, it makes sense 
to attribute property rights only to moral persons, not to organisms devoid of personhood and even, in many 
cases, sentience and (3) Non-human organisms on this planet are incapable of reciprocity. They cannot 
restrict their behaviour vis-à-vis moral agents in return for the latter’s restriction of their behaviour towards 
them. Since they cannot do justice it is inappropriate to regard them as recipients of it” (Baxter, 2005, 77). 
Baxter (2005) continue and explains that, one can find elements of EcJ within institutions in many states, 
though Baxter experience that these institutions “are underpinned by anthropocentric arguments which do 
not recognize the moral claim that non-human species have upon us” (Baxter, 2005, 161). 
 
In her work, Plumwood (2002) object the thought of similarity due to the thought of humans investing in 
nature once and merely when we see ourselves in it, in other words the “criteria for inclusion are based on 
similarity to or unity with the human and give poor recognition to nature's independence and difference” 
(Plumwood, 2002, 197). An additional objection and reply is that of Schlosberg (2007) who critique Baxter. 
Here Schlosberg´s experience is that Baxter limit the extension of justice to nature. Baxter says that non-
living entities as clouds, mountains, rivers, minerals, radiation etcetera assist “to the sum total of 
environmental benefits” (Baxter, 2005, 84) but that they are not entitled justice as they have no interests. 
Baxter (2005) explains with certainty that there will be numerous actors and stakeholders who will have a 
strong inclination to deny that there are or should be moral duties of humans towards non-human beings. 
Especially duties that would make humans owe non-human beings respect and demand securing distributive 
justice with regards to the environmental resources, resources that are necessary for the organism in question 
to survive and thrive in a long-term sense. Baxter (2005) furthermore explains that, when asked, most people 
will reply that what can be reasonable to demand is for humans to treat non-human organisms with a very 
basic respect, which is to say in a caring and humane way. Although, the fact remains that humans and non-
human organisms do compete against one another as humans must kill them in order to survive. This can be 
said to be one main reason why justice, as a requirement, falls beyond what may be considered by humans to 
be the limits of appropriate moral treatment of non-human. Here Johnson, somewhat in line with Baxter, 
highlights that since subjective experience cannot be measured scientifically, then how do we judge needs? 
(Johnson, 2005). And in line with Johnson, Baxter asks “how to determine how to make reasonable 
comparisons between the effects of actions on the well-being of different individuals and of different kinds 
of organism” (Baxter, 2005, 55). Shoreman-Ouimet & Kopnina emphasises an additional critique where it is 
highlighted that “[e]cological justice is opposed in social science literature by critics of conservation and 
environmentalism – those conflicted by an assumed contradiction between supporting local cultures and 
promoting environmental conservation” (Shoreman-Ouimet & Kopnina, 2015, 321). Another complication is 
the one posed by Kopnina (2014) regarding the difficulty extending EJ to nonhuman animals. Here Kopnina 
(2014) shares her concern: “Perhaps the greatest challenge for all theorists of ecological justice is not 
working out the finer points of the debate, on which they essentially agree (as most would argue for some 
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form of animal or biospheric rights and recognition of some extent of intrinsic value of all beings, human 
and non-human), but rather to devise a common strategy allowing those ‘in power’ (international institutions, 
policymakers, consumers, etc.) to recognize the importance of these basic shared values” (Kopnina, 2014, 7). 
Although the promises which biocentrism can provide, White (2008) understands its limitations “as strictly 
biocentric perspective can also lead to a misanthropic perspective that belittles the differences between 
species and which, by considering human activity out of social context, sees the human species as 
intrinsically and innately destructive to the environment. Such views quickly lead to racism, élitism and anti-
human policies” (White, 2008, 47). 
 

4.4. Social Justice + Environmental Justice + Ecological Justice = 
pluralism 
 

“[W]e can use the same broad discourse of justice in both discussions of 
environmental problems within human communities and the ecological troubles of 
the broader natural world” (Schlosberg, 2007, 159) 

 
As what has been seen in the EJ chapter and the works of SJ (e.g. Young, 2000; Nussbaum, 2004), the focus 
in the former is often on counteracting environmental ills, the distributional injustices along with it and about 
gaining recognition and participation counteracting these notions, whilst the latter for instance, criticize 
Rawls monistic understanding of distribution, in which both EJ and SJ often apply within the human 
community. Here Young (2000), amongst other, reconsider and extend the justice term to not exclusively 
concern the distribution of goods, but the recognition of the human behind these goods. Referring back to 
Schlosberg´s (2007) proposal considering recognition, participation (Kortetmäki, 2016), capabilities amongst 
others within EcJ, Schlosberg (2007) believe that it is not exclusively considered in the distributive realm of 
SJ or EJ but, also applied within the natural world and non-human animals and, thereby a question of EcJ. 
Here Schlosberg, with ideas from of additional authors, use a concoction of concepts that aids Schlosberg 
extending the justice concern other than purely anthropocentric and distributive ones. As highlighted, 
Schlosberg (2007) make it clear that he is not making the case for one, all-inclusive, holistic theory of EJ and 
EcJ. It is rather an attempt expanding the justice discourse and legitimizing the use of various notions and 
tools as they are put into different contexts. Starting with recognition and how it may be realized is by 
alleviating the dualistic notion of humans separated from nature and rather embrace recognition of “our 
shared community with nature, or on nature as the necessary context and community in which the human 
moral community exists” (Schlosberg, 2007, 132). But Schlosberg (2007) go beyond this withheld but 
crucial notion and highlights that in order to give a greater emphasis to the understanding of nature, the 
author use concepts, frames and discourses to assist in developing EcJ where, as mentioned earlier, 
recognition, participation and capabilities is not exclusively found within the human realm, but also to non-
human animals and nature. Schlosberg (2007) talks about similarities as: sentience, physical integrity, 
interests, needs, agency and the unfolding of potential that humans share with non-human animals. In other 
words, “there is more similarity between humans and parts of nonhuman nature than we usually give credit” 
(Schlosberg, 2007, 133). In other words, Schlosberg encourages the pluralistic and simultaneous concerns of 
EJ, EcJ but also SJ and seek to merge them. 
 
Singer (1975), perhaps the most pre-eminent and extremely influential philosopher on sentience, argues that 
since animals’ experience pain, work should be given in alleviating their suffering. Benton (1993) sees the 
similarity as where humans and non-human animals are subject to and share needs such as water, air, food 
etcetera. In other words, qualities that connects both humans and non-animals to justice. There is also the 
notion of what nature communicate and in relation to this, Dryzek (2002) talks about agency as a deliverer of 
recognition to nature. Dryzek (2002) mean that “[r]ecognition of agency in nature […] means that we should 
listen to signals emanating from the natural world with the same sort of respect we accord communication 
emanating from human subjects, and as requiring equally careful interpretation. In other words, “our relation 
to the natural world should not be one of instrumental intervention and observation of results oriented to 
control” (Dryzek, 2002, 149). Schlosberg mean that there are several qualities that can be recognized in 
humans, nature and many animals and thereby “build a moral community and […] a more inclusive theory of 
justice” (Schlosberg, 2007, 136) 
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Furthermore, there is also the discussion of system integrity in which humans and nonhuman world share, in 
other words, recognition and respect that ought to be given to the integrity of nature such as e.g. autonomy. 
In his work, Heyd (2005) highlights potentials but also questions the autonomous approach for integrity. 
Heyd (2005) highlights that “when we do hold something as valuable for itself, and consequently as a 
candidate for moral consideration, we are doing it, among other things, in virtue of our recognition of its 
autonomy. In other words, “…when we say that we value some being for itself, we are saying that we 
minimally recognize it as counting in a manner similar to ourselves, namely for its self, thereby implying that 
there may be legitimate morally relevant limits to our own acting” (Heyd, 2005, 5-6). In other words, as 
Schlosberg (2007) puts it “[r]ecognizing sentience, needs, agency, or integrity in nature gives us avenues to 
expand our understanding of the community of justice, and of ecological justice specifically” (Schlosberg, 
2007), 138). An additional approach for recognition to the nonhuman world, and an integral part in EcJ, is 
that of capabilities which can aid in the development of EcJ. In her work, Nussbaum (2006) holds the view, 
contrary most animal theorists, that “the capability approach does treat animals as agents seeking a 
flourishing existence” (Nussbaum, 2006, 337). Here the capability approach unlike contractarianism, treat 
animals as agents and subjects, not as objects. Capabilities is, according to Schlosberg (2007) not only 
something humans are subject to but also to the natural world. According to Schlosberg (2007) and what can 
be discerned in Nussbaum´s capability approach, is that it exclusively concerns granting individual animals 
some basic political principles (Nussbaum 2004, 313) which is, on the other hand, something to praise, hence 
a partial response on the extension of EcJ. Nussbaum´s (2004) capability approach is an admirable attempt 
suggesting “that it is appropriate for nation to include in their constitutions or other founding statements of 
principle a commitment to animals as subjects of political justice and a commitment that animals will be 
treated with dignity” (Nussbaum 2004, 317). Though, Schlosberg (2007) contest this limited view since it 
excludes a broader notion of EcJ. Nussbaum (2004; 2006) and Schlosberg (2007) agrees that animals also 
are recipients of flourishing, but Schlosberg argues that, which Nussbaum has missed, is that “almost all 
humans and nonhumans needs a full environment, including non-sentient life and ecosystem relations, as 
part of their capability set in order to flourish. It is simply not possible to talk about the flourishing of 
individual animals without reference to the environment in which this flourishing is to occur” (Schlosberg, 
2007, 148). Thereby Schlosberg (2007) adopts a pluralist view, unlike Nussbaum, where he expands the 
capability approach to include ecosystems, populations and habitats. 
 
Although general and thereby not species specific, Nussbaum (2006) still have attempted giving animals 
basic political principles as a means for flourishing and that of a capability list: “Life”, “Bodily Health”, 
“Bodily Integrity”, “Senses, Imagination and Thought”, “Emotions”, “Practical Reason”, “Affiliation”, 
“Other Species”, “Play” and “Control Over One´s Environment”. According to Nussbaum (referenced in 
Schlosberg, 2007, 154) one ought to “be informed by the way of life of both animals and natural systems in 
coming to understand the capabilities necessary for them to fully function”. The task of understanding 
necessary capabilities of various species is staggeringly problematic, not least for non-sentient. And as the 
studying and imagining is performed by humans along with the differing views on what flourishing mean, 
the capability approach may be deemed paternalistic. Though, as emphasized by Nussbaum (2006) “[p]art of 
respect for other species is a willingness to look and study, learning the internal rhythms of an animal 
community and the sense of value the way of life expresses”, in other words “try to observe what each 
creature actually considers important, on the basis of what it does” (Nussbaum 2006, 371-72). Referring 
back to the value of recognition, observation is an example (Schlosberg, 2007). As a counterargument and 
complementary opinion to the discussion of paternalism, Nussbaum (2006) argues for an adoption of “a type 
of paternalism that is highly sensitive to the different forms of flourishing that different species pursue” 
(Nussbaum, 2006, 375).  
 
Against the background of distribution, recognition, participation and capabilities found in EJ and also in 
EcJ, one is thereby left with “multiple and multifaceted notions of justice that exist simultaneously in” 
(Schlosberg 2007, 165) EJ and EcJ. This is an attempt, accompanied with complementary alternations from 
Schlosberg, to illuminate opportunities for integration between EJ and EcJ. Thus, this is what Schlosberg 
(2007) welcome and argues for a pluralist approach instead of a singular approach. Wenz (1998) does also, 
though in a different format, in line with Schlosberg, propose a pluralistic theory of justice where Wenz view 
is that, although limited if we ask Schlosberg, “[l]ike human beings, non-human animals are residents of the 
biosphere. They are affected by our treatment of them and by our treatment of the Earth. Individual animals 
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can experience suffering at our hands, and whole species can be driven to extinction. So, environmental 
justice cannot be complete if their interests of animals are ignored” (Wenz, 1988, 130). Schlosberg (2007) 
provides with a pedagogical and concrete example on how these notions of justice can integrate and apply 
both in terms of EJ and EcJ, though presented by a negative example: 
 

“In the case of the use of reclaimed wastewater to make snow at a ski resort on a 
mountain sacred to local tribes, we can easily see distributional (Native Americans 
get more environmental bads than others), recognition-based (lack of 
acknowledgment of tribal cultures), participation-focused (exclusion from decision-
making and lack of materials in tribal languages), and capabilities-based (the impact 
on tribes capability to retain cultural meanings and teachings) notions of 
environmental justice; we can also see distributional (water moved from one 
watershed to another), recognition-based (nature's processes ignored), participation-
focused (no proxies for impacted species or communities), and capabilities-based 
(what will water laced with pharmaceuticals do to the reproductive capacity of local 
animals and plants) notions of ecological justice. All of these exist simultaneously in 
a single snowmaking proposal” (Schlosberg, 2007, 172) 

 
So, how can EcJ and EJ be institutionalized? How can wild animals and nature be represented? One example 
brought by the author is that “in order to attain both environmental and ecological justice, we must be sure 
that views from the margins, the remote, and the natural world are recognized and represented, either directly 
or through proxies; the role of science—in particular in providing the material for ecological reflexivity—is 
a crucial part of this representation” (Schlosberg, 2007, 187-88). Additionally, and inspired by for example 
Schlosberg (2007) and Young (2000), Kortetmäki (2016) is an additional author who disregard 
maldistribution as the exclusive factor leading to injustice. Here Kortetmäki (2016) talks about recognition 
and participation in the context to nonhuman nature. In order for recognition to be implemented, 
representational- and participatory justice is a requisite. 
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5. Results 

5.1. Theme 1: Organizational Frameworks for AR 
The following theme “They say, I say” is divided into two subthemes, namely “Subtheme 1: Personal 
interests, incentives working within the organization or public agency and job role” and “Subtheme 2: 
Respondents versions of organization/public agency and similarities and differences between organizations 
and agencies”. In the following themes, respondents talk about personal interests for nature and animals, 
incentives for working within the organization or public agency, their job roles, personal and official 
reflections about the organization or public agency and what similarities and differences respondents reflect 
upon when talking about other NGOs and ENGOs in relation to their own. The researcher conducted eight 
interviews which culminated in two interviews at SEPA, where one of the respondents wished to remain 
anonymous, two at Animal Rights (AR), two at WWF Sweden, one at SSNC and one at WAP Sweden, In 
order to get an idea of the respondents participating in the study, the following paragraph initially aims to 
present the respondents. 
 

5.1.1. Subtheme 1: Personal interests, incentives working within the 
organization or public agency and job role 
Melanie Josefsson works at SEPA dealing with invasive alien species and is also involved in the EU work 
where Josefsson is one of the people developing a regulation and now implementing it in relation to invasive 
alien species. Josefsson clarifies that she is speaking on behalf of SEPA but also explaining the EU´s 
position, since the basis is on EU regulation on invasive alien species, where explanation is given how 
thoughts are within a EU context. Desk Officer Dealing with Wildlife Management (DODWM) works at 
SEPA and wished to remain anonymous and to be referred to the pseudonym above. DODWM also clarifies 
that “I am speaking for my opinion of how the agency works”. Mats Forslund works at WWF Sweden and 
works directly with issues connected to trade with wild animals and plants. Focus is on combating illegal 
trade of plants and animals and Forslund explains that WWF are not against the trade of animals and plants, 
just the illegal part which they seek to prevent. Additionally, Forslund also, as with Josefsson and DODWM, 
clarifies that “my opinions are not necessarily treated as the direct opinions and guidelines of WWF. There 
are not really opinions like that since we work all over the world”, he says. Sandra Jönsson also works at 
WWF Sweden and explains herself as having a mixed role where Jönsson partly communicate about 
different species and managing projects geared towards young people where the aim is to build relations 
between humans and wild animals. Camilla Björkbom is the president of AR. Siw Björkgren is the president 
of the locally active AR Uppsala-Knivsta. Roger Pettersson is the secretary general in WAP Sweden where 
Petterssons areas of expertise are partly on politics, questions concerning lobbying etcetera. Rebecca 
Nordenstam is one of the environmental lawyers working at SSNC. Below one can observe (Table 1) 
illustrating all the respondents´ names, their associated organization or agency and how they will be referred 
to from this point onwards. 

 
Name/anonymous 

 
Organization or agency 

 
Cited in text 

 
Anonymous 

Swedish Environmental 
Protection Agency (SEPA) 

 
DODWM or DODWM (2017) 

 
Camilla Björkbom 

 
Animal Rights (AR) 

 
Björkbom or Björkbom (2017) 

 
Mats Forslund 

World Wide Fund Sweden 
(WWF) 

 
Forslund or Forslund (2017) 

 
Melanie Josefsson 

Swedish Environmental 
Protection Agency (SEPA) 

 
Josefsson or Josefsson (2017) 

 
Rebecca Nordenstam 

Swedish Society for Nature 
Conservation (SSNC) 

Nordenstam or Nordenstam 
(2017) 

 
Sandra Jönsson 

World Wide Foundation 
Sweden (WWF) 

 
Jönsson or Jönsson (2017) 

 
Roger Pettersson 

World Animal Protection 
Sweden (WAP) 

 
Pettersson or Pettersson (2017) 
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Table 1: Information about respondents 

 
Moving into personal interests and incentives working within the organization or public agency, Josefsson 
explains that her motivations working at SEPA was the possibility to combine research with policy, an 
interface between research and policy and still being involved in research but translating it into concrete 
regulations and policy. The information gained from DODWM regarding incentives and personal interests 
will remain confidential as it otherwise might be traced back to the respondent. Forslund, working at WWF, 
explains that there has always been an interest to work with nature and specifically birds. Through the ages 
Forslund have been doing analysis on why birds exist, what they are doing, and what happens when they 
increase or decrease in numbers. This made Forslund interested in systems which in turn made him 
interested in all of nature. Forslund then got the opportunity to work with illegal trade with Swedish birds in 
a Swedish union where WWF went in with support and which was the beginning of a ripple effect which in 
the end resulted in Forslund working at WWF. Jönsson who also works at WWF explains that there has 
always been a great interest for biology, for animals and nature in general which might have something to do 
with the fact that Jönsson was raised at a farm. She further explains that there has always been the drive to 
work for the preservation of biodiversity in many different ways and WWF was the one that felt the most 
serious, there was no other organization that was on the same extreme end with their lobbyism and Jönsson 
thought that this was an organization that both included humans in conservation issues, not only the animal 
perspective, but more of a holistic perspective. Björkbom, president at AR, gives her version and explains 
that: 
 

“It has always been animals, and also what you are writing about like with justice, 
because I always felt that there are many things to do for animals and that they do 
not have basic rights, so, I think that it is my main driver, when I started as a 
volunteer, like when I was younger I always had this sense that animals, they 
needed someone to speak up for them and that they also deserve to have respect 
but also rights, something that protects them that is not only about, you know, how 
much we can use animals, but also about animals having rights in their own, like in 
their own being” (Björkbom, 2017)  
 

Björkgren, president at the locally active Animal Rights Uppsala-Knivsta, coincidently noticed the 
organization and became a member in what was earlier coined Nordic Community Against Painful 
Experiments on Animals, now Animal Rights. When the former president resigned, Birgit Wiger Agner, she 
proposed Björkgren to be the next president in Animal Rights Uppsala-Knivsta. Animals has always been 
Björkgrens big interest and she is also educated pet agronomist. Pettersson, secretary-general explains that 
his great interest in philosophy and animal ethics made Pettersson, in an early age, start to think about 
differences, how we treat human animals in one way and why we treat non-human animals differently, what 
sorts of differences there are in capacities. Pettersson started working at WAP after he had heard that the 
organization would establish in Sweden. Nordenstam, environmental lawyer, explains that she has always 
had a very strong environmental commitment. Nordenstam became an environmental lawyer because she 
believed it would be a good way to make an impact. There was a free vacancy spot at SSNC and Nordenstam 
thought it was a bit of a dream job if one is interested in environmental law.  
 

5.1.2. Subtheme 2: Respondents versions of organization/public agency and 
similarities and differences between them 
Both Josefsson and DODWM describes SEPA as an agency focusing on the conservation of nature on 
smaller and larger scale. Josefsson further provides examples on agencies similar and dissimilar to SEPA. 
The sister authority Swedish Agency for Marine and Water Management (SwAM) also works with 
environmental protection but in aquatic environments and whom work very closely with the Swedish Board 
of Agriculture and also the Swedish Forest Agency. Josefssons personal interpretation on ideological 
differences is that other agencies, Swedish Board of Agriculture and Swedish Forest Agency, have the 
sectors interest more at heart. Their focus is to see that i.e. agriculture in Sweden is economically viable, they 
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do not work so much with wild animals. Although, the Swedish Veterinary Agency (SVA) works somewhat 
with wild animals and their idea basis is more similar to SEPA, that wild animals have more of a right to 
existence in their own self and not necessarily part of an economic industry, says Josefsson. DODWM 
explains that the management of seals is the responsibility of SwAM but it is SEPA who has the 
responsibility for dealing with hunting. The Swedish Chemicals Agency has some legislation regarding 
biocides, but SEPA decides when to use biocides against wildlife. In other words, SEPA puts the framework 
for what the agency can do and how to manage wild animals. Concerning what wild animals that are 
considered within SEPA, DODWM explains that SEPA mainly considers animals, except invasive alien 
species which is Josefssons area of focus, that are in some way a problem for people. Additionally, SEPA 
also deals with some species that are in the risk of being exterminated, but mainly SEPA work with the large 
carnivores as both to preserve and handle the problems with them.  

 
Sandra Jönsson explains from a personal perspective that WWF is an organization that takes on a holistic 
perspective regarding conservation issues. It includes both the preservation of species and biodiversity but 
also trying to create lifestyles focused on how we can live together on this planet. WWF takes both humans 
and animals into consideration and that we have something that we should share. Regarding similarities and 
differences between WWF and other organizations, Jönsson describes WAP as having a welfare perspective 
that is more outspoken in relation to WWF. WAP focus on some questions regarding animals in zoos for 
example and WWF do not work with that, so WAP have taken it to an individual animal welfare perspective 
in a stronger way than WWF does. And SEPA focuses on chemicals for example which WWF do not, 
though Jönsson experience SEPA and WWF sharing similarities as to sustainable food and how to live 
within the frame of one planet. In relation to similarities and differences between WWF, SEPA and WAP, 
Jönsson explains that “We have some common goals and visions but we work with them in different ways”, 
she says. Forslund explains that WWF and SEPA are the ones who can act and impose real change in 
society. Other expert organizations like BirdLife Sverige, Swedish Botanical Society, Swedish 
Entomological Society among others does a tremendous work out in the fields and are providers of facts but 
are too small to make a real difference in the decisions taken by politicians. Though, they are the major 
gatherers of knowledge and data and they are all independent of each other. Forslund explains that there are 
few who can be an independent party while trying to be thorough, serious and perhaps a bit careful, but still 
that WWF tries to be thorough about what WWF says and that it is correct. Regarding what wild animals that 
are considered within WWF, Sandra Jönsson explains that: 

 
“We do work with certain “flagship species” as they are called, like for example 
the tigers. So, working with the tigers mean that we work with the entire habitat 
of the tigers which are very big areas which then implies that we work with 
water issues and with people that live in the same place… and all the other 
animals that are within these habitats… so it becomes a lot and we have these 
“flagship species” which is often charismatic mammals and then there is an 
incredible amount of species that gain from this work that we do” (Jönsson, 
2017) 

 
Flagship species is the focus, at least in WWFs communication, but WWF does not only focus on flagship 
species as to save a species one has to save the home of that species. Thereby there is a whole lot more 
included in that work. Camilla Björkbom explains that AR is the biggest and oldest animal rights 
organization in Sweden who works with advocacy, political lobbying, towards the general public by 
providing information and consumer work incorporate outreach. The organization has the possibility to be a 
respondent to different policies from the government and getting remittances. Björkbom would say that AR 
are the only organization that do all those things with an animal rights perspective. Regarding what 
distinguishes AR from other organizations, Björkbom says: 
 

“I think sometimes you can also like look at the, more sort of environmental 
organizations when you speak of wild animals. You have WWF, SSNC, but they 
look at animals and wildlife more on a level of populations and species whereas 
we look at animals as individuals and animals suffer as individuals not as a 
population, it is the individuals that suffer” (Björkbom, 2017)  
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Pettersson describes WAP as an organization that works for animal welfare and the end of animal cruelty. 
The respondent explains that WAP is sort of a catalyst in the world to make it better for animals and an 
organization that very strongly underpins and tries to make sure that the work WAP do is grounded in 
science, since it is important for WAP that they do not just have opinions on various matters, but rather an 
organization that knows a lot, which is an incentive for other people to work with WAP. Pettersson further 
explains that WAP wants to be an organization who can bring ideas in a respectful way, so for WAP it is 
equally important to listen as it is to talk, as there is often an explanation for why situations are the way they 
are. There is an explanation for why poor people in Pakistan take in bear cubs to use in fights with dogs and 
the explanation is that it is the Pakistanis only way of survival. As for similarities and differences from 
WAP, Pettersson explains that WAP want to be an organization centered on co-operation and that WAP have 
never had the ambition to become THE biggest organization but rather that it should be many. As for what 
wild animals are considered within WAP, Pettersson explains that the organization focus on wild animals 
that, in some way, are affected by actions that humans take which means that the ability of wild animals to 
live their lives change for the worse. Pettersson explains, in relation to one of the focus areas which is 
centered on wild animals, that: 
 

“Now we first and foremost work with the animals that are gathered by humans 
from nature, that we take away from their place and the offspring might also be 
what is taken in the first hand. We have quite a large campaign which is called 
“Wildlife. NOT ENTERTAINERS which are centered in that wild animals really 
do not belong in typical tourist locations” (Pettersson, 2017) 

 
Rebecca Nordenstam explains SSNC as a membership organization with annual meetings, with board bylaws 
where the members establish what activity guidelines SSNC should work with and what areas members 
think are important. Nordenstam thinks it is nice that SSNC is based on members and a popular movement. 
SSNC have active circuits in almost every municipality where SSNC have approximately 250 circuits that 
are active and who highlights their issues where some are profiled in forest issues, some are very 
knowledgeable about birds and some are good at encouraging parents with young children, working a lot 
with chemicals in the environment of toddlers. SSNC works with national wild animals, in comparison to i.e. 
WWF. Another distinguishing factor when comparing WWF and Greenpeace, the former “maybe is a little 
more careful, they are not out on the barricades in the same way as Greenpeace. In that way, we are different 
organizations, but how we think humans should respect nature and animals I experience similar… the same 
foundation”, says Nordenstam. To highlight one example regarding what wild animals that are considered 
within SSNC, Nordenstam explains: 
 

“We have mainly worked with the five, Swedish predators and that is wolf, bear, 
wolverine, lynx and really the golden eagle, but the golden eagle… it is really the 
four large mammals which we have worked with and especially wolves where we 
have worked against the hunting that has and still is undertaken on wolves. We do 
not think that there exist enough wolves in Sweden to hunt, they are so inbred and 
few. We have to have more wolves in order to have a healthy breed that you can 
hunt. We have run this case for five years in court”. (Nordenstam, 2017) 

 

5.2. Theme 2: Human-, nature and wild-animal relations 
In the following theme consisting of two subthemes, respondents first reason on different factors affecting 
values of wild animals and nature. The second subtheme covers respondents’ reflections on receivers of 
environmental, ecological, interspecies and intergenerational (in)justices and its effects for humans and wild 
animals in a historical, present and future tense. 

 

5.2.1. Subtheme 1: How and why nature and (wild) animals are defined and 
valued - Economical-, charismatic, intrinsic, holistic and individual 
perspectives 
Beginning with Josefsson, the value of nature is to see that nature can survive in a good shape so that there is 
wild nature for our grandchildren and great grandchildren. From a personal perspective, the value of wild 
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animals is described as the right to exist in themselves. Looking at invasive alien species, there are some 
animals (invasive alien species) that are less desirable to have in nature as they have no natural place, nor 
natural enemies which can result in a lot of damage to native animals and other aspects of ecosystems. The 
native species have a higher value that SEPA work very hard to preserve and the threat to them is the 
invasive alien species which SEPA want to keep out or to remove as much as possible. As for who is valuing 
invasive alien species, the value is assigned on the basis of scientific studies but also policy. There is also a 
weighing of how much damage they do as opposed to how much positive effects they can also have, because 
they can also have positive economical values for society even though they may be damaging for biological 
diversity. In what way can it be positive, I ask? Josefsson replies, American minks for fur which have a great 
economic value, at the same time as they have an extraordinarily damaging effect on nature and other 
animals as they are highly effective predators. When asked whether wild animals should be acknowledged 
through ethical and moral reasoning, Josefsson replies that animal rights organizations were very much 
involved when developing the regulation on invasive alien species. Josefsson explains that when removing 
these animals, it must be done in the most humane and stress-free way possible by methods that involve the 
least suffering. It was more or less a compromise, where SEPA acknowledge that animals have to be killed, 
but that other prospects should be considered as well, i.e. rehoming or keeping them in captivity, “so we are 
struggling with that”, says Josefsson. When asked whether appearance affect the value of wild animals, 
Josefsson says: “In our agency, no. But it does in reality. If it is very cute animal like the raccoon dog, then it 
is difficult to get public acceptance for removing them”, she explains. To the question whether human 
interests should take priority over wild animals and nature, Josefsson says a definite no as a reply and 
explains further: 
 

“I think we have to accept, recognize that nature has a value in itself that is very 
important to our wellbeing and our survival and our… not only physically but 
also mentally. We are not healthy individuals if we are cut off from nature and 
nature´s values”  
 
“Many people, many government agencies and many countries think that nature 
should be for humans benefit that if it does not have a direct value for humans in 
some way than it has no right to exist. That nature should be mankind’s tool, I 
guess I would say” (Josefsson, 2017) 

 
Connected to the question whether certain wild animals hold more/stronger rights than other wild animals, 
Josefsson replies by saying that certain insects have a certain pivotal role in the ecosystem where if you take 
them out the whole ecosystem collapse. Josefsson continues by saying that wolves and large predators are 
key species. That is why there has been a lot of problems in Swedish nature because it has been too few and 
the balance is being restored more as more bears and wolves, lynx and wolverines are allowed to exist and 
spread. 
 
Nature and the “wild” has a great influence, Forslund explains. He explicates his fascination towards the 
magnificence of the system and its connectedness. One will never be fully learned in this, as new things are 
discovered and one get more fascinated by how complex the system is and also how frail it is, says Forslund. 
Forslund then replies on whether wild animals should be acknowledged through ethical and moral reasoning, 
he says that he does not look at it that way. I ask, how do you see it? Quite direct and practical, where 
Forslund replies that for WWF it is important to have a long-term management of nature where one makes 
sure there are different species, environments and animals. WWF would then value plants as highly as 
animals in that sense. According to Forslund, all wild animals are part of the system, so there is no one of 
them that have a greater value than the other. It is the same between plants and animals. Concerning whether 
appearance affect the value of wild animals, it depends on how they are presented.  
 

“When you photograph insects, and show them they are so fascinating to look at 
which results in that the respect for insects among others, at least according to 
me, has increased enormously the last few years… this will be even more 
common in the nearby future” (Forslund, 2017) 
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Jönsson explains that personally, nature is invaluable where Jönsson do not think nature as a place that one 
goes to and then leave as nature is everything. Nature is also in the cities, nature is where we live. I ask how 
Jönsson defines a wild animal. Jönsson replies by saying that wild animals are not the animals that are within 
our production activities and also not the ones in the zoos. Jönsson explains further that, animals in zoos are 
really wild animals but, as they are affected by certain animal protection laws, as the animals connected to 
production and our pets, they are not wild. In other words, wild animals are animals that we have not caged 
in somehow, purely in a legal sense, as they are not within fences or domesticated. So, for Jönsson they are 
then by definition wild. As for who and what decides the value of wild animals, Jönsson explains that it is 
incredibly difficult not to value animals differently, partly based on that they are so different from each other 
and it depends on the context. One can value animals in different ways when it comes to protection and 
preservation, then it becomes a question of how endangered they are, how big the chance is to save them and 
what role they play in their ecosystems. There you value them in one way but then they have an intrinsic 
value. Whether acknowledgment should be given through moral and ethical reasoning, Jönsson answer that 
as one learns more and more about highly developed mammals, their social relations, their emotional 
responses and so forth, that knowledge makes it more and more difficult for humans to treat these animals 
badly as they have feelings similar to our own and social relations that one did not know of earlier. 

 
“Earlier, animals could be considered to be mechanistic entirely who only acted 
on impulses… but it does not quite work that way” (Jönsson, 2017) 

 

As for how WWF reason around ethics and morals in relation to wild animals, Jönsson explains that:  
 

“Well, we do not work with welfare questions quite in that way. So, we do not 
communicate that kind of dialogue where… we do not work in that way. But we 
do think that laws of protecting animals should be followed, absolutely… and 
then the animals should be treated as ethically correct as possible in relation to 
what we know today” (Jönsson, 2017).  

 

Whether there are certain wild animals that hold greater value than other wild animals, Jönsson thinks that 
people have it easier to see a greater value in certain mammals that we can identify with more, they might 
have behaviors that we recognize. If animals are like us then it is simpler to speculate if they are more 
valuable or not. Connected to the question whether we have responsibility to certain species of wild animals, 
Jönsson replies with a no, as she does not see it that way. The responsibility is for the planet. Jönsson 
continues and says that we cannot know if animals have ethics and morals in the same way that we claim to 
have ethics and morals, but nonetheless we know this about the world and that is why Jönsson thinks 
responsibility follows with it. Regarding how humans perceive animals, there have been various ways 
throughout ages. Here Jönsson explains that not so long ago many people thought that polar bears were huge 
white beasts, and now the polar bear is sort of an underdog, a small teddy bear that needs to be saved due to 
climate change. Jönsson continues and says that “it is quite philosophical how we look upon animals and 
why do we perceive certain animals in one way and completely different when it comes to others?”. Due to 
the teddy bear effect, the polar bear has also in a way become domesticized in a similar way to the pigs used 
for slaughter.  
 

“So, now we have a lightly domesticized teddy bear that we have with us in bed 
since our childhoods, so in this way we have taken it in. And this means quite a 
lot when it comes to how we look upon certain species” (Jönsson, 2017) 

 

According to the definition articulated by Björkbom on what a wild animal is, Björkbom explains it as where 
the lives of wild animals are not so interwoven with the lives of humans. Wild animals can be kept in a zoo, 
but they are not domesticated as they are still wild, even if they are tamed. In other words, tamed wild 
animals are still wild animals, because they still have the same need as wild animals. Regarding value of 
nature and the wild, Björkbom explains that regardless if it is a wild or domesticated animal, the most 
important is that it is an individual capable of feeling, suffering, pain and fear etcetera. Wild animals are 
described as individual and as beings that needs to be respected as sentient beings. Björkbom talks about 
level of charisma where she explains that one can see that some animals are valued more. This is a way of 
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how humans perceive and the attributes we give, i.e. charismatic lion versus grey antelope. As for whether 
acknowledgement should be given to wild animals through ethics and morals, Björkbom believes that the 
moral circle ought to be extended: 
 

“I think definitely there should be you know, like an expanding moral circle, 
there are some domesticated animals that we definitely have in a moral circle, 
like cats and dogs, at least in Sweden then it is different in different countries. 
Cats, dogs and horses are given moral concern and I think that circle needs to 
expand to include all animals, because they are not different really, it is just that 
we are living with cats and dogs, we know cats and dogs. But, on the other hand 
we have, which I consider a wild animal, mink that are on fur farms for example 
and they are kept in conditions that are very, very different from what we would 
give a cat and they are both active carnivores” (Björkbom, 2017) 

 
Additionally, Björkbom thinks that as humans, we can talk about morality and we can have morality towards 
nature. We can have an ethical standpoint towards the animals, but then one should also respect what the 
animals are and what their natural behavior is, so in the case of the wolf they are carnivores and that has to 
be respected. One cannot really apply the human morality on animals. When asked whether Björkbom think 
individuals within the species, the entire species or the whole ecosystem are valued equally, Björkbom 
answers:   
 

“I would say that the value would be on individual animals and I guess with that 
also comes that the ecosystem is built, made up of individual animals. Each 
individual animal has value which is, it does not matter if it is a little forest 
mouse or if it is a moose or a bear. It does not matter as much, but then you can 
also value animals so if there are animals that are being extinct and maybe you 
have lots of other animals, but it does not really matter so much for the animals if 
they belong to a species that is being extinct or if it is an animal that belongs to a 
species that are abundant. They are still individuals” (Björkbom, 2017) 

 

Björkgren explains that we are part of the creation which Björkgren perceive to be a masterpiece that ought 
to be taken care of and not actively destroyed. Animals also have their space, but at the same time they are 
not allowed to keep it. Everything needs to be in balance and the animals are part of this world. “There you 
have a great moral portion on what I believe”, says Björkgren. Regarding what decides the value, Björkgren 
believes that it is something that is regulated, predator birds which are regarded state property. The state 
decides the value on animals, the wild that belongs to the crown. If one owns land, one has a right to the wild 
animals that are within one’s area, in other words wild animals as belonging to a property. Similar to this 
reasoning, Björkgren consider the ownership and economic value of mink where Björkgren asks: “Are mink 
domesticated, well? But, they are owned and their skins are sold abroad”. When answering the question on 
how Björkgren defines a wild animal, she says that she would not say that she can define it, but rather that it 
is the law that defines it. Connected to moral and ethics, Björkgren believes that: 

“In Sweden animals are treated as things in a juridical sense and there are some 
who want to change that”  

I ask Björkgren who that would be: 

“Well, people who think this is wrong… That they should have another higher 
value, an intrinsic value which should be acknowledged in a legal sense” 
(Björkgren, 2017) 

 
When asked whether there are certain wild animals holding a greater value than other wild animals, 
Bjökgren answers that not in a moral, ethical or emotional way for Björkgren at least. If she has to look at it 
in a juridical sense it becomes something else. In a juridical sense, it is the regulations that decide and then 
there is always some who have precedence over others, where animals are allowed to exist and who has the 
right to manage them.  
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The value of nature and the wild holds a big value for Pettersson and he describes himself hosting a great 
respect for animals and nature. Pettersson explains that it is sometimes strange how humans and nature is 
lumped together and that there are more humanlike animals and some less humanlike animals.  

 
“Wild animals have…well the interesting thing for me is that whether it is wild, 
captured or domesticated it is rather about what kind of capacity they hold… the 
intrinsic capacity is what lays the groundwork for what morals… what actions 
that could be deemed as right or wrong towards them” (Pettersson, 2017)  

 
Regarding what decides the value of a wild animal, the value of an animal, wild or not, is something that is 
on an individual level, not on a species level. The value would be the intrinsic capacity of the animal, 
according to Pettersson. With intrinsic capacity Pettersson means that animals are sentient beings that 
experiences the world, they have the ability to perceive if something is positive or negative for them. It is 
rather this (intrinsic value) that should steer our relation to them, rather than the benefit they can have for us. 
In other words, this should guide us in how we should relate to them. As for how Pettersson defines a wild 
animal, Pettersson dissolves the dualistic conception of domesticated versus wild animals, by replying that if 
one looks at domesticated animals, if one leave them be, they will have wildness in them. Many animals 
would show their more natural behavior if they got the chance to do it. If a pig were to be released, even if it 
has not had the opportunity before, it would start grubbing. Concerning whether wild animals ought to be 
acknowledged through ethical and moral reasoning, Pettersson says he has difficulties understanding those 
who exclude an animal just because it is wild from a kind of moral welfare world, which Pettersson believes 
we have opportunities and responsibilities to have, concerning living and sentient animals. I ask Pettersson 
whether there are certain wild animals holding a greater value than other wild animals. He replies: 
 

“I might think one cannot define wild animals like that but some people might 
say that this individual has more value than another individual since it is 
endangered. We would not do this, but rather look at its intrinsic capacity and as 
it is quite uninteresting if it is endangered or not. But, at the same time you can 
usually work in such a way that this need is met as well so to speak” (Pettersson, 
2017) 

 
I follow up with an additional question, whether individuals within the species, the entire species or the 
whole ecosystem is valued equally. Pettersson replies: 
 

“Animal protection and animal welfare is a lot about looking at the individual 
level. You do not suffer as a species but rather you suffer as an individual. For 
example, if you and me would be put through something painful I would not 
suffer directly from that in the same way that you would not suffer. The human 
species do not suffer as a species, but it happens on an individual level and this 
applies to animals as well” (Pettersson, 2017) 
 

As for the question whether the appearance of wild animals affect its value, Pettersson replies that he thinks 
the appearance of animals can affect the engagement in people, but going as far as to say that engagement 
level and values are the same is not right, they are two different things. On the other hand, this is something 
Pettersson is not against and all engagement should be utilized. However, if one inform people about animals 
that are generally not considered as cute, about the capacity and special features, people get fascinated. Often 
there are many things that people do not know about certain animals. As a reply to the question whether 
human interests should take priority over wild animals and nature, Pettersson replies by saying that if we 
create a society where everything is decided upon human interests, we would get a very strange world. 
Pettersson thinks that we should somehow find a balance between this and says that animals have interests 
and that there are also future interests from nature as well.  
 
Nordenstams reply to the question whether wild animals should be acknowledged through ethics and morals, 
Nordenstam replies: 
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“I do not know… but a little bit like humans supersedes, that we are the ones 
deciding how nature should look like, then it is good to take a step backward and 
ask who were here first, how does the food chain work, how should we have 
functioning forest and nature, how has nature intended it to be build? It should be 
a foundation within every human that wild animals existing in nature is 
something that is just meant to be, but it is not like that… It may be useful to 
have such reasoning” (Nordenstam, 2017)  

 
When asked who decides the value, on what premises and what, related to the wild animal, is valued, 
Nordenstam talks about the ecological value of animals in nature. Nordenstam highlights the wolf as an 
example as having an ecological value and importance in the environment. As for beautiful animals, 
Nordenstam says that SSNC do not talk about that so much. Here WWF have cute and beautiful animals that 
is easier for people to show sympathy for, “many think of course that wolves are beautiful as well but it is 
not the same cuddly feeling”, says Nordenstam. The wolf has a bad reputation in Sweden. Nordenstam 
underpins that SSNC also work with protecting the living environment, and ultimately the protection of the 
species that live there. “It is an additional aspect, or actually a stronger aspect than working specifically with 
individual species”, she says. Nordenstam explains further: 
 

“We have tried to explain the wolves’ ecological value and importance in the 
environment […] you have proper top predators that can keep down hoofed 
animals to a good level” (Nordenstam, 2017) 
 

I ask Nordenstam whether individuals within the species, the entire species or the whole ecosystem are 
valued equally? Nordenstam explains that if one look at food chains and ecological relationships, predators 
or top predators have a big value because when they disappear it upsets. But, same goes for plankton and 
krill, if it disappears it has a large effect on the ecological system. Nordenstam’s personal opinion and 
“perhaps I am a bit extreme” Nordenstam says, but all animals have equal value but Nordenstam do not 
know what SSNCs view is. Nordenstam think it is very difficult to answer, but since the animals that SSNC 
have focused on are larger, it becomes difficult motivating members that this year SSNC are going to focus 
on this particular species of ant. Further, when asked how SSNC reason around ethics and morals in relation 
to wild animals, Nordenstam says that those kinds of reasonings are quite rare, but linked to hunting SSNC 
have their hunting policy where SSNC pronounce quite clearly that hunting must be done with regard to the 
reduction in animal suffering. Regarding if Nordenstam experience a problem in how wild animals and 
nature are valued generally among the public, she highlights the example linked to the wolf where many feel 
quite a strong fear which is unjustified really, not only for people in the city but people in the countryside 
who experience fear of wolves. Here Nordenstam says that they should be more grounded in how wild 
animals and nature works. It is often connected to them having cattle and pets, so it is ultimately them they 
are concerned about. On the question whether human interests should take priority over wild animals and 
nature, Nordenstam replies that SSNC believes there needs to be a road to harmony to be able to live side by 
side. SSNC work a lot with the opportunity for a thriving countryside and believe that those issues are very 
important. Regarding whether we have responsibility in relation to certain wild animals, Nordenstam replies 
by saying that we have higher responsibility for species that are threatened the most. In other words, wild 
animals in need for protection have a higher value in terms of law.  
 
DODWM explains that SEPA consider any wild animals as having the same value, and then SEPA deal with 
them in different ways according to what the problem is, how it can be solved, what tools to be used etcetera. 
SEPA does not look upon different animals in different ways, if SEPA have to value them towards each 
other it depends on the conservation status. When asked how SEPA reason around ethics and morals in 
relation to wild animals, DODWM answers that when SEPA decide how to deal with problem animals, 
SEPA always have these ethical discussions on the most correct course of action. There is an expression in 
the law that says hunting should be done so it does not cause the animal unnecessary suffering. When we are 
supposed to hunt wolves in the alpine region then SEPA have to decide whether we should hunt them at the 
ground which is considered more ethical than hunting from a helicopter to find them more quickly. 
DODWM explains further and says that hunting on the ground could take two days and from a helicopter it 
could take maybe half an hour and then SEPA have to deal with whether it is ethical or not.  
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“We cannot decide whether or not to kill this wolf that is already set so of course 
we have this…when we are examining whether some traps should be permitted 
or not, do they cause the animal… I mean most hunting cause the animal perhaps 
some sort of suffering, but is it unnecessary or not?” (DODWM, 2017)  

When asked if acknowledgement should be given to wild animals through ethical and moral reasoning, 
DODWM says that: 
 
 

“We deal with any animal that has its own value and then we have the animal in 
a sort of a context where we have to decide, it is not just the animal, there are 
other factors dealing with this… that sets the value so to speak. Morals and 
ethics… as an agency we have to deal within the legislation and of course there 
are some frames that we… I would not say that we have to accept…it is set by 
the parliament for example… should these species be hunted in the way we do it 
or not at all?” (DODWM, 2017). 

Regarding whether there are certain wild animals that hold greater value than other wild animals, DODWM 
says yes, due to the conservation status. As a researcher I wonder, if a species does not have a high 
conservation status, how do one consider animals that are not within this framework? DODWM answers that 
every species has a sort of place within the conservation status and then of course if one is higher up, SEPA 
are more careful about it than if one is lower down. Although not endangered, SEPA do not consider the rat 
as a lower form of wildlife than they consider something else. When asked if DODWM see a problem in 
how wild animals and nature are valued generally, among the public, DODWM says that most people have a 
very positive view on wildlife as long as wildlife do not cause a problem to humans, then they are considered 
cute, beautiful and funny. When asked if DODWM thinks human interests should have precedence over wild 
animals and nature, DODWM answer that in the role as DODWM the respondent is affirmative, but that it is 
mainly due to the framework. There are animals that could be dangerous to people, animals that cause 
serious damage among others and in some cases, SEPA would value the human interest higher. 
 

5.2.2. Subtheme 2: Humans and wild animals as receivers of environmental 
goods and bads - repercussions for wild animals and humans 
I ask Josefsson if she, according to her understanding of justice, would say that there are environmental 
injustices in the world. Josefsson replies without hesitation: definitely. From a personal perspective, 
Josefsson exemplifies by saying fur farming. This human activity is a huge injustice to the environment and 
an injustice to the animals that are captured as it involves suffering but also destruction of the environment. 
The feces runoff cause pollution and the large provision of fish contributes to overfishing. It also contributes 
to the animals kept at fur farms to escape, coming out to nature and becoming a danger for wild animals, i.e. 
ground nesting birds, especially on the costs and islands. Josefsson also talks about environmental injustices 
to humans. For example, Josefsson talks about the injustices where children are born with toxins in their 
bodies that destroys their health and create situations where their lives will be shorter and the quality will 
suffer. I ask if Josefsson have other examples. She says: 
 

“With animals, injustice is more I would say in areas where we hunt too much, 
the injustice I would think for my children and grandchildren is that their 
chances experiencing meeting wild animals becomes much less and I think that it 
reduces the quality of life” (Josefsson, 2017) 

 
According to DODWM, the wolf conflict is an environmental injustice, where people have a very strong 
opinion that it is not just for people in Stockholm to decide whether they should have wolves or not. 
Environmental injustices according to Forslund is partly explained as where, for example, resources have 
been exploited to its absolute limits in Sweden, and then one come to other places in the world where nature 
is not exploited to this level. One might consider oneself as poor there but, one is living in an environment 
that could be considered quite stable, says Forslund. Additionally, Forslund also says that it is the decisions 
that we make now that will decide whether coming generations will be able to eat fish from the Baltic in the 
future or not. Jönsson’s version of environmental injustices is exemplified by saying that there could be 
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worse environmental conditions in poor countries, which can be the case in Sweden as well where the air 
quality can be worse than in other places.  
 
Björkbom explains environmental injustice as: 
 

“I would say, I am not really… I do not know a lot about environmental, it is 
more… for me it is, like, more out of the animals and what they need. If you 
have any injustice, like you have environmental injustice, if it is a war for 
example that would affect people and that would affect the environment because 
you have people fleeing and that also affect the environment. I think you have 
seen this in Africa a lot, because you have people, they flee from war and they 
are in refugee camps and then they chop wood so they sort of affect the animals´ 
habitat and in the end that war would in one place affect people and the 
environment and maybe the chimpanzees or whatever animal that are living 
there, so I guess that is also connected to environmental injustice… it would 
bring about change or the whole chain of issues which in the end also would 
affect wild animals” (Björkbom, 2017)  

 
Connected to remedies where the interests of humans and wild animals can culminate in a win-win situation, 
Björkbom talks about eco-ducts as a solution where one can both avoid traffic accidents and that animals can 
keep their natural trails. Björkbom thinks it is often a “us and them” mentality, but in many cases one should 
be able to find solutions. Björkbom thinks that one ought to invest more in fences in order to keep wolves 
away from sheep. In other words, try to find solutions where humans and wild animals can live together, also 
because humans are spreading more and more leading to wild animals getting less and less areas to live on. 
As wild animals will come closer, we also need to be willing to find solutions.  
 
Björkgren gives her description of environmental injustice where she says:  
 

“Justice related to environment becomes the issue of how humans manage the 
environment and their surroundings. Since when you exploit you usually, by 
default, are ruining something for someone else which is a rather big problem” 
(Björkgren, 2017) 

 
Furthermore, Björkgren exemplifies an environmental injustice by giving an example of banana plantations 
in South America that are sprayed with chemicals. Here people’s health is at risk and will likely get a very 
low salary. This is very unjust, says Björkgren. As explained, the environment and living conditions are 
destroyed in order for someone else to make profit out of it and that is not fair, not for humans, the 
environment or the world as a whole, Björkgren explains. According to Pettersson environmental injustice is 
seeing nature as just a resource, although it is living, can experience and feel, there it is an extreme injustice, 
says Pettersson. Pettersson explains further: 
 

“It is not the poor part of the world that is the problem but it is us. And if you 
look at the exploitation of natural resources and the effect on climate change that 
it has, then there is a huge injustice. And there is an enormous injustice in that 
we… dump our waste in other countries just because it is cheaper to do so but 
we do destroy their environment… or that we grow stuff that we want like soy… 
that we chop down their rainforests, that we do this to them and make it difficult 
for them so they are forced to find something else to sell... Often the profit does 
not go to the people that are poor, but rather to us so we can grow plants for our 
animals here which is a huge injustice I think” (Pettersson, 2017) 
 

Pettersson receives the question whether one should intervene or not if a wild animal deals damage to 
someone/something. Pettersson talks about the damage elephants cause on crops belonging to locals. WAP 
have worked a lot with chili protection as a method to ward of elephants seeking to these areas. As explained 
by Pettersson, he thinks that what is perceived as a conflict is something that one should take seriously. But, 
rather than looking at whose interests should be valued higher, one should look for ways that makes the 
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conflict not arise in the first place and in most cases this is possible. Nordenstam explains the climate act as 
an environmental injustice where she explains: 
  

“The new climate act is something that we are quite pleased with, Swedes are 
satisfied but it does not consider our consumption, most of our consumption 
takes place abroad, often in developing countries where emissions and pollutions 
are allowed and which we would never allow in Sweden. There we have an 
example of injustice. We hold our heads pretty high in Sweden, we are very 
pleased with how we work with environmental issues but when you begin 
examine and look on what we are actually doing, we are not as good… it is 
thanks to production abroad that we can consume wares like we do and still have 
so low carbon emissions” (Nordenstam, 2017) 

 
The next citation is not a direct answer to the question regarding environmental justice, but as a researcher it 
is relevant as it goes hand in hand with the question whether one think human interests should take priority 
over wild animals and nature.   
 

“The wolf sometimes become the symbol for the conflict countryside-city and 
sometimes it can be the wolfs fault for shutting down corner shops and schools 
[…]. Unfortunately, politicians have taken the argumentation and made it theirs, 
it becomes easier to blame predators or environmental consideration which leads 
to the countryside not surviving” (Nordenstam, 2017) 

 

5.3. Theme 3: Potentials and difficulties with justice 
In the following theme, the reader will, as earlier, come across two subthemes: Subtheme 1: The term 
justice, its unwieldy and problematic application on wild animals, political and legal inadequacy, alternative 
routes. Subtheme 2: Opportunities and benefits applying justice to wild animals and justice, ethics and 
moral in practice. In the first subtheme, respondents embrace the big challenge defining the term justice, its 
troublesome application on wild animals, legal and political insufficiency and alternative routes 
independently from justice. The second subtheme seeks to, on the other hand, reason around justice and its 
opportunities and benefits for wild animals, and whether the respondents experience that focus is on ethical 
and moral reasoning, justice or an integration 
 

5.3.1. Subtheme 1: The term justice, its unwieldy and problematic application 
on wild animals, political and legal inadequacy and alternative routes 
I begin with asking Josefsson how she describes the term justice. I complement the question by saying that 
justice can be on a philosophical level about what is right or wrong, but also about laws and how laws should 
function. Josefsson says that it is difficult philosophically. I complement and say: “If you think about how 
justice function in a human context, perhaps one could think of how it would work between humans and wild 
animals in general and wild animals in particular”. Josefsson answers the question by talking about justice in 
relation to law. She explains that: 
 

“Animals are definitely at a disadvantage because laws are written for human 
benefit, I guess, even among environmental laws really have humans in focus 
with the aspect that humans have need of nature in some way and use nature in 
some way. If you destroy nature then humans will suffer, even with endangered 
species there is a bit of thought behind it so justice for wild animals and 
creatures, I do not think you can never really achieve a full justice… I mean a 
balance in their right to exist, to live a healthy and full life. It is always on the 
conditions that humans have placed” (Josefsson, 2017)  

As a researcher, I wonder whether Josefsson believes that wild animals and ecosystems are protected for 
their inherent value or protected only for human needs. Josefsson replies that at the moment, as the way laws 
are, it is for their potential benefit for humans. I ask Josefsson if she can give an example. She says that it is 
easier with plants, the rainforest for example. We say that the rainforest needs to be protected because it may 
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contain plants that could be a benefit for humans in a medicinal way, it can be used for pharmaceuticals. 
Even if one do not know if it has such a value today, one should preserve it because it might have a value in 
the future. Josefsson found out earlier, before we had the EU regulation, that if we had invasive alien species, 
it was very difficult to get money to control the population unless it had a definite threat for human health. 
SEPA could get money, but if it just threatened other wild animals, it was difficult to get resources. In 
environmental policy, to get any sort of response, we2 need to connect it to human benefit unfortunately, says 
Josefsson. I ask Josefsson, what the main difficulties would be when trying to assign justice to wild animals. 
Josefsson replies that the main obstacle would be acceptance, that by assigning wild animals and nature 
justice, humans are affected in some way leading to humans feeling that their rights are limited in some way. 
Josefsson personally believes that ethical and moral reasoning have to enter laws and regulations more in 
order for it to be more balanced. This is something that Josefsson consider difficult to do as human rights are 
considered most important. I ask the follow-up question whether the actions from enforcing justice would 
differ between individuals, within species, entire species or whole ecosystems. Josefsson would say that it is 
easier with species. Why is that, I ask? 

“The laws are written that way, to preserve species and that is a problem because 
sometimes we try to preserve species for which there is no functioning 
ecosystem left for them to live in so we really have to look at it in a broader 
perspective and protect ecosystems in order to allow number of species to exist, 
not just only endangering ones” (Josefsson, 2017) 

Does that become a problem when one talks about justice and ecosystems, and in that case why, I ask: 
 

“It is a lot easier to have acceptance politically to save a threatened bird because 
you have a definite endpoint there, but if you say you need to save the Boreal 
Forest in Västerbotten then you have a fight (Josefsson, 2017) 

According to Josefsson and connected to the question whether wild animals are protected by law, Josefsson 
replies that some are. Regarding endangered species, it is very clear in regards to what one is allowed to do 
or not. In other words, extreme measures are taken to protect them. If it was not endangered species, I ask. 
Josefsson replies that hunting is regulated and fishing is regulated. However, species that are not hunted or 
fished live in some way in a no man´s land, Josefsson replies: 

DODWMs answer to the question how the term justice is understood/described, the respondent answers, 

“I consider justice being a human term so to speak. We want to have wildlife of 
course, whether it should be justice, then you have to deal with… justice 
between human and wildlife… how can you do that without being… starting 
dealing with justice between wildlife… do they have rights? Of course, they 
have rights but I would not say justice is a term that we use in our management. 
Not in the, if I can use the term rättvisa3, no we do not use it, no” (DODWM, 
2017) 

DODWM is asked what the respondent believe would be the main difficulties when trying to assign justice 
to wild animals. DODWM replies:  

 
 

“I am not sure if we are the talking the same when we talk about justice, 
knowledge about the animals, how do they…how do they feel about the things 
that we do to them? I mean for example we have the issue with hunting bears 
with dogs, is this stressful for the wild animal? Probably, but is it unnecessary 
suffering? We do not know. So that is a problem that we have to deal with. 
Using traps, is an animal caught in a trap stressed? Perhaps. Do animals suffer by 
stress when they are hunted? Probably, but most animals are hunted all year 

                                                
2 There is an uncertainty whether Josefsson refers to SEPA or in general.  
3 The respondent reply by using the Swedish word `rättvisa´ which can be translated to justice, fairness, 
equity 
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round, for example a hare is hunted all day and night and all year round but if we 
let a dog hunt the hare, is that unnecessary suffering or something that the hare is 
quite used to?” (DODWM, 2017) 

 
 
 

I ask DODWM whether wild animals are protected by law and the respondent replies that the main 
paragraph says that wildlife is protected and can only be “abused”, DODWM thinks would be a proper word, 
if one is allowed to do it by law. The main paragraph is, any wild animal is protected, then there are 
exceptions with that due to “we want to use them, they cause a problem or something else”, says DODWM. 
 
According to Forslund the term justice is something that exists between humans. Humans are probably, at 
least in the way Forslund sees it, the only species to have this aspect. As for wild animals, they do not have 
this aspect. The researcher believes the following answer held by Forslund, relates to this subtheme where 
Forslund connects justice with politics and law. The question is whether one should intervene or not if a wild 
animal is hurt or has dealt damage to someone/something. Forslund says that the hunting law is unmodern. 
The groundworks were set in 1938 and by then there were few examples of big animals. So, back then one 
did not really need a management. We have let wild species come back in numbers, without having a real 
management to prepare for big animals that might become a real problem in the future. Wild animals become 
a problem nowadays since we have developed a way of living that is not similar at all, compared to 200-300 
years back in time, when we lived closer to wild animals.  
 

“…and then conflicts arise that we need to solve and concerning how this has 
been done in Sweden it can be described as us putting down our heads in the 
sand, we sort of try to avoid the fact that there are conflicts. And the hunting law 
is not built up to be managed, which is something we have worked with intensely 
the last 15 years, trying to get a Swedish hunting legislation to an administrative 
law, that both respects humans and animals. I would say that it does not show 
respect for either party as it is today” (Forslund, 2017) 
 

Forslund is not pleased as politicians have made this issue their own and where they have various different 
reasons for why this issue is not handled, i.e. not having the courage, because they do not want to, strategies 
to gain more voters and/or they do not want to risk naming themselves the party to solve it and then fail. 
Forslund explains that he never works with wild animals, just with people as they are the ones in conflict 
with each other. Wild animals are just small parts of the conflict, says Forslund. He expresses that 
conventions protecting environments hosting lives have helped but it is the implementation that Forslund 
finds dissatisfactory. Wild animals and wild plants are under marginal protection in Sweden, explains 
Forslund. Why is that, I ask? It is a tradition not to have any protection since they are of no value or 
significance. Forslund explains further: 
 

“One might do something in the nature reserves and parks but that cannot by 
itself carry the whole system but rather parts of it. The regard should be over the 
entire area” (Forslund, 2017) 

I ask Forslund whether wild animals and ecosystems are protected for their inherent value or protected only 
for human needs. Forslund replies, “not human needs but rather interests”. Forslund articulates that the 
interests are the short-term goal of making money out of the exploitation which one can make a living out of. 
Forslund is asked the question what the main difficulties would be trying to assign justice to wild animals. 
Forslund replies it would be that humans exploit nature economically and live from it. I follow up by stating 
the question what the main difficulties would be when trying to enforce justice practically. He explains that it 
would be to get people to accept and understand that we cannot simply consume, but must focus on 
managing nature. The problem is that many believe that consumption and exploitation has no end, so 
Forslund underpins that there is a big problem connected to lack of knowledge. Additionally, there is also the 
practical problems of making this management work in real life. According to Forslund, it is the politicians 
that in the end decide a lot in what happens and they base their choices on their voters, voters that do not 
seem interested in a long-term and respectful management of nature. I ask Forslund the question, if wild 
animals were recipients of justice, would the actions we take to enforce justice apply differently among wild 
animals? The response is that today it is usually much easier when it comes to the charismatic animals. Then 
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it is up to us to, in a good way, highlight other species of animals as well, which is a challenge. I ask, 
wherein is the challenge? Here one might need to involve behavioral researchers and experts that jointly can 
lift these species into the light so they become interesting, Forslund explains. After Forslund has replied with 
a “no, they are not” to the question whether he think wild animals are protected by law, I wish him to 
elaborate: 

 
“When we shoot animals, for example through the hunting activities, then they 
are protected by regulation. But out in nature when we alter nature by building 
roads or cut down the forest then they are not at all protected” (Forslund, 2017) 

 
As for an alternative approach independently of justice, Forslund says that his approach would be called “the 
respect approach” as it includes respect for both animals, plants but also respect towards human beings. 
 
Jönsson describes the term justice as where humans are equal in relation to the law. In other words, 
regardless of who one is the law applies in the same way for all humans. As a reply to the question if wild 
animals could potentially gain from being receivers of justice, Jönsson replies that it exists in a sense with 
protected areas for endangered species. It is there, but there are opportunities for expansion.  
 

“If one looks at illegal hunting it is obvious that it is illegal and that people are 
shooting these even if they are not allowed to… so, then one can ask if 
regulations and laws are enough in this case? Or are there perhaps social 
dimensions to this that we should work with? Maybe talk about how we look 
upon these animals culturally, if there is a social acceptance to hunt these 
animals or so. So, I do not believe… I think all this about justice is an important 
foundation but one should not forget about the humans social and cultural 
dimensions” (Jönsson, 2017) 

When asking the question on what the main difficulties would be trying to enforce justice to wild animals, 
Jönsson provides a personal answer where the difficulty is if it compromises the short-term economic gain of 
humans. I ask Jönsson, whether she think wild animals are protected by law. Jönsson highlights the example 
of arctic foxes in Scandinavia that are endangered and under protection and not allowed to be hunted. But, 
then there are other species that do not have the same degree of protection and that we might not keep track 
of that much, we are not as well informed about what happens in these populations. Then there are species, 
in Scandinavia, that Jönsson believes have an astonishing amount of details on, that receives a lot of focus 
and protection. “One might ask why this is the case”, Jönsson says. Why do you believe this is the case, I 
ask? Jönsson thinks that it might have started out as a necessity as animals in earlier days needed more focus 
and protection and then it has maintained relevant.  

“Certain species do receive more attention than others which could be explained 
by that they might be easier to research from a scientific point of view, they can 
be more charismatic and so forth” (Jönsson, 2017) 

When asked how Björkbom defines/describes the term justice, Björkboms response is that in one term it is 
more philosophical, whilst in another justice it is rather defined in terms of law and law making. Björkbom 
says that, when it comes to animals, we4 have talked more in terms of philosophical justice. I ask if 
Björkbom can give an example of philosophical justice. Björkbom connects back to the question of ideology, 
where animals have right in terms of who they are and are sentient beings that have rights. This is something 
Björkbom experience has been discussed more “here”5, but that it has not been discussed so much what it 
would mean in terms of legislation. For animals to have justice in legislation, Björkbom thinks that animals 
need to have another status in legislation.  

“Wild animals for example, they are not even considered in the animal welfare 
law, they are outside the animal welfare law” (Björkbom, 2017) 

                                                
4 Here I am uncertain if Björkbom talk from an organizational perspective or in general. I guess from an organizational 
perspective. 
5 Once again, see footnote above. 
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I ask, why is that? Björkbom explains that the animal welfare law applies to animals that are kept in human 
care, animals that we have taken responsibility for. Here Björkbom makes a distinction between 
domesticated- and wild animals where she refers to the consequences when killing animals,  
 

“Like in the killing of animals, if you are killing or slaughtering animals that is 
domesticated and that you are keeping and where the animal is stunned, there are 
regulations around that, and in the case of fish for example, if you have fish 
farming then that fish is considered to be a domesticated animal so you have to 
stun it before you kill it. But, if you go out in the sea and fish wild fishes, then 
there are no regulations for how they can be killed so you can cause as much 
suffering as you like but, you are not violating the animal welfare law. So, I 
think it gets consequences for the wild animals, they are less protected in 
legislation” (Björkbom, 2017) 

 
Is there a feeling of wild animals falling through the cracks, I ask her?  
 

“I think that also for animals, they are considered, this might also be why 
legislation does not apply to wild animals because animals in legislation, they are 
considered as things, like you can own them but they do not have rights, you 
cannot build a case on an animal because they are only like a table or you own 
them so the case is mine as the owner, so if the animal has been affected it is my 
property that has been affected” (Björkbom, 2017) 
 

Björkboms answer regarding whether wild animals and ecosystems are protected for their inherent value or 
protected only for human needs, she answers that in many cases wild animals are protected for human 
values. That it is a value to have a certain population of a certain species that one protects, i.e. a part of the 
sea where there are orcas. But, as Björkbom underlines, the protection might not necessarily be for the 
animals as individuals, but rather on the level of populations. Continuingly, Björkbom is asked what she 
believes would be the main difficulties when trying to assign justice to wild animals. The response is that as 
the legislation is now, wild animals does not have an owner. Now justice builds very much on the animal 
having an owner since that is how the system works. This would probably be one difficulty because who 
would be the proprietor? Björkbom thinks that it can be solved either by giving animals legal personhood or 
giving someone in animal welfare organizations or animal advocacy organizations the right to speak for and 
represent the wild animal. I ask Björkbom if actions we take to enforce justice would apply differently 
among wild animals. There is no hesitation that justice would definitely be applied different to different wild 
animals, because it should take into account what animals are and what they need. I ask the follow-up 
question whether the actions enforcing justice differ between individuals within species, entire species or 
whole ecosystems to which she responds:  

“I would guess so, because if you look at the ecosystems or at the population 
then you would not consider the individuals so much, and I would say that it is 
for the individuals, it is good for the environment to have rights or for the 
population, but I think what is really becoming meaningful is for the individual, 
cause as in the beginning they suffer as individuals not as a population” 
(Björkbom, 2017) 

Are wild animals protected by laws, I ask Björkbom? “No”, she says. Wild animals would go under animal 
cruelty legislation, so there is kind of a protection, but then there are many things that one can do to an 
animal until it becomes animal cruelty. There are examples when animal cruelty always become an 
exception, something that goes out of the ordinary, i.e. common ways of killing fish that are not protected in 
ordinary circumstances that happen every day. 
 
Siw Björkgren describes justice as a personal relation to how things ought to be. Björkgren talks about 
justice as where it has to do with distribution and how things relate to each other, that it should function in a 
way that is beneficial for everyone. I ask Björkgren what she believes are the main difficulties when trying to 
assign justice to wild animals. Björkgren replies that justice has a need for certain criteria, first there must be 
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something that should be distributed, there is a need for surplus of some sort. Here Björkgren talks about 
distributional injustice, where distribution and justice takes for granted that there is something to be shared 
and some people can get around by sharing very little to survive. I wonder if Björkgren sees any apparent 
obstacles for wild animals to be included within justice. Björkgren underpins the economic costs as a barrier 
as veterinary services are very costly. “How does one take care of a moose and who should take care of this”, 
she asks. The following question partly ties to Björkgrens previous answer. Here Björkgren is asked whether 
the actions we take to enforce justice would apply differently among wild animals. Björkgren believes that 
society does not take responsibility. The actions of the people that wild animals depend on when animals get 
hurt, are people that help wild animals privately on their own account.  
 
According to Pettersson, justice is about taking equal notice to clashing interests, that one does not exclude 
certain creatures from that thought. Can wild animals be receivers of justice? Here Pettersson talks about 
interests and that regardless if it is a human or non-human animals, one should respect its interests. 
Pettersson reasons further: 
 

“I do not know if it would be fruitful and I do not think I would use it in a 
practical conversation, to use the word justice. I might not do that but I think that 
way many times… that where is the justice in for example that an elephant has to 
accept being dragged from the jungle being beaten? In those cases, I could very 
well use the term justice… or I would use my thoughts and I think how it could 
work in a conversation… and then we have to ask the question where is the 
justice in this? Just because it walks on four legs and is an elephant… can it 
really be treated this way?” (Pettersson, 2017) 

 
As for the question regarding protection of inherent values of wild animals and ecosystems versus human 
needs, Pettersson thinks that today it is both. Pettersson believes that we are moving towards a society where 
wild animals and animals in general are ascribed an intrinsic value and that there is a value for humans as 
well in letting animals be valuable in themselves. This is more or less included in the sustainability term 
where if a world is not sustainable for animals it is not sustainable for humans either by extension. In other 
words, people are moving closer to a more holistic perspective of nature, wild animals and the world. 
Pettersson explains that this is working in favor of both humans and animals: 
 

“But, there are many times that people see a conflict and people think differently 
and then they fight and then somebody is supposed to win. But then, and I do not 
say this by being scared of conflicts, but there are usually a third path that are 
way better than the other two. It just demands that people need to sit down and 
try to figure it out together” (Pettersson, 2017) 

 
Pettersson believes the main difficulty when trying to assign justice to wild animals is the term justice in 
itself. Pettersson says that considerably large amount of time needs to be put into knowing what the word 
means. If one would say justice for elephants, then Pettersson think that a lot of people would say, what is he 
talking about? Should animals go to school, or what is he talking about? But if the word justice would 
instead describe situations that are unacceptable as elephants getting beaten or tamed to be joyrides for 
tourists, the definition of justice would be for elephants to be spared from having to endure this altogether. 
Pettersson believes that this goal might be reachable by communicating in another way where justice would 
not necessarily be used.  
 

“I might in a conversation between you and me if we were talking as you are that 
kind of person that I can understand as I have thought a lot about these issues. 
That I would, but I would not do it in the general debate and talk about justice 
for dolphins” (Pettersson, 2017) 
 

I ask Pettersson if ethical and moral discussions are sufficient enough as change agents. Pettersson answers 
that there are many fantastical things happening all around the world, which are positive for animals and 
connected to the many actors that exist. The ethical and moral principles lead to many other beneficiary 
aspects, not only for animals but for humans as well. I ask whether ethical and moral reasoning is something 
that also culminates into some kind of law based justice. In the long-term Pettersson thinks it does, but in 
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many cases, it is faster to achieve change through companies and certain individuals, regardless if there are 
laws for it or not. Although one were to get it into the law book, there is no guarantee that it will be realized 
practically. If one can affect the actors who have the power to alter the living conditions of animals, where 
the animals are today, to where WAP would want it to be, Pettersson thinks it might be a faster and effective 
process than if one thinks the law is the only way to get there. One can fill up that gap with laws later to 
grant a protection for the future and to guard that, which is something WAP has achieved. I ask Pettersson 
whether he thinks wild animals are protected by law. Pettersson believe to a certain degree, but it is of course 
not enough. 
 

“It is interesting that we have an animal protection legislation here in Sweden 
that do not include wild animals. Those animals are pushed into other 
legislations such as the hunting laws and so forth. They end up in other parts of 
the law that is supposed to protect them, which is a law that might not 
primarily be a protection for them but to protect something else” (Pettersson, 
2017) 

 
From Nordenstams perspective justice and equality are closely interlinked as well as justice connected to 
non-discrimination and animal rights. Justice is a very broad concept, but in a legal sense, justice is equality 
under the law, just trials and opportunity for trial. As for whether wild animals can be receivers of justice, 
Nordenstam replies with uncertainty. Nordenstam believes it is an anthropocentric concept that we try to 
apply on animals, where one tries to humanize animals. Regarding the inquiry concerning SSNC reasoning 
around ethics and morals in relation to wild animals, Nordenstam says that SSNC have expressed criticism in 
different remittances against different hunting methods which SSNC do not think are humane, i.e. catch 
snares, traps that are allowed at the moment, predator traps that are under poor surveillance, where animals 
are trapped during a long period of time where all its claws are demolished due to the stress of being trapped. 
The hunting laws says that hunting should be undertaken in a fair way for the animals, but how does one 
define “fair” and then it is for some reason acceptable using traps since lynx are difficult to trap. In relation 
to wolves and linked to the question whether one should intervene or should intervene at all if a wild animal 
is hurt or if it deals damage to someone/something, Nordenstam highlights the example of culled hunting, 
something SSNC do not oppose. If a problematic wolf stays close to people, sheep farms and tears sheep, 
Nordenstam says that if one is able to crystallize a problematic wolf individual, then culling is fine under 
certain circumstances. 
 

“It is really the licensed hunting where the hunting community is assigned a 
quota to shoot 30 individuals of a certain species… then you approach the 
problem in a broad sense, it is not the problematic individuals that you shoot but 
only a sum of animals (Nordenstam, 2017)  

 
Can wild animals and nature potentially gain from being receivers of justice? Nordestam responds that there 
is a debate about making environmental crimes into a form of ecocide. Nordenstam thinks it is interesting in 
regards to philosophical law, where Nordenstam consider herself as for being more of a pragmatic or 
practical thinker to see how it would look in practice, but nevertheless it is about holding someone 
accountable for emitting or species depletion. Nordestam thinks these remedies exist in Sweden but it is 
more about applying tools that already exist. The environmental code, environmental law, rules for species 
protection and EU directives are satisfactory, but the application is too vague and weak. What are the 
difficulties here, I ask? Nordenstam replies that it is due to economic growth still being prioritized and then 
Nordenstam do not know if the environmental work benefits by finding a new concept, as ecocide. 
Nordenstam comments that ecocide may function on a philosophical level, but as long as one do not distance 
oneself from the important, practical function where one can make a difference, so that not all forces are 
being used to promote this one term of ecocide. I ask whether Nordenstam experience wild animals and 
nature being protected for inherent value or for human needs. She says both.  
 

“Beautiful animals, animals people are interested in, plants, beautiful plants. 
They are easier to highlight and explain its need for conservation whilst…what 
the point with krill is in the food chain is also important to explain and conserve, 
that is a pedagogical challenge” (Nordenstam, 2017) 
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I ask Nordenstam what the consequences would be by only recognizing wild animals through ethical and 
moral discussions, compared to consequences when including wild animals within justice. Nordenstam says 
that SSNC does not define according to these concepts. It is about explaining how nature functions and the 
weight of species in nature.  

“Ethics connect more to how Animal Rights (AR) work, we do not really work 
like that. If one connect back to hunting, we think that some hunting can be a 
good management of forest and nature, it is a management of the population and 
such and with particular focus on hoofed game that you need to keep down in 
order for them not to graze so much, we are trying to connect this with 
predators… if we had a functioning… a functioning system it would take care of 
itself, but now we have exploited nature and upset it so then you have to manage 
populations in an artificial manner” (Nordenstam, 2017) 

I ask the last question connected to justice, where I wonder whether wild animals are protected by law. 
Nordenstam replies with both a yes and no. They are protected. All wild birds are protected according to the 
Birds Directive, but not all wild animals, only those who are threatened. The protection is good but it is the 
application that is lagging, says Nordenstam. EU have expressed their point of views to allow hunting of 
wolves although there are only 300 individuals in Sweden. Nordenstam explains that wolves are not really 
reaching a good conservation status, but Sweden thinks that it does and have to be allowed to hunt to get 
local acceptance for the wolf. This is a version that SSNC do not agree with since wolves should really enjoy 
a higher protection according to the legislation, which wolves do not get in Sweden, says Nordenstam. 
 

5.3.2. Subtheme 2: Opportunities and benefits applying justice to wild animals 
and accompanied implications of working toward this goal 
Josefsson reply to the question whether wild animals could potentially gain from being receivers of justice, 
she replies: 

 
“Definitely. I think that means that… What I see in my work is that nature and the 
value of wild animals, the value of nature is often undervalued. So that, when you 
have to do these costs and benefits analysis to see which policy we can apply, how 
we can motivate applying policies, applying regulations that the value you see, the 
value of the animal in production you can give figure for that but the value of the 
animal in the wild and the damage that it could do is very much underrated 
(Josefsson, 2017) 

 
From Josefssons personal perspective, one have to somehow get ethical and moral reasoning more into laws 
and regulations for them to be more balanced. This is something which is very difficult to accomplish 
because human rights are considered more important. Does SEPA reason about wild animals mainly through 
ethics and morals, or justice? Josefsson responds that if one consider justice as laws, regulations, legal 
requirements, policy documents, she would say it is much more related to justice. If SEPA somehow work to 
include wild animals within justice, how is this realized practically? Josefsson responds from an invasive 
species alien perspective, since it is her focus area. SEPA acknowledge that the agency has to remove the 
invasive alien species from the ecosystem but, it needs to be done in a humane way. SEPA accepts that one 
has to kill them, but it should be done with the least amount of suffering that can possible be done. 
 
DODWM gives a straight, to the point answer to the question whether wild animals would gain from being 
receivers of justice. “Yes, as being protected by the law, yes” says DODWM. To give animals status, does 
DODWM consider wild animals receivers of justice or alternative approaches? The respondent replies that, 
SEPA deals with what the law says, that animals have rights, i.e. not interfering with nests or hunt animals 
when having juveniles. Then of course many people think that the law is unfair, that one should not hunt 
animals at all whereas others think one should eradicate some animals, wolves for example. I ask if 
DODWM experiences SEPA to talk about wild animals mainly through ethical and moral reasoning, or if 
emphasis is put on how wild animals may receive justice. 
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“It is…always in relation to justice and then when we start to deal with a problem, 
how to solve it then we have this ethical. How do we deal with this? For example, 
if a moose does damage on forestry or something in the summer, should we…How 
do we deal with that one, because they have calves perhaps… if we cannot…if we 
cannot kill them both, if we only can kill the mother, how do we deal with that?” 
(DODWM, 2017) 

 
How does SEPA deal with that, I ask? SEPA mainly try to deal with it in another way than killing them, if 
SEPA can. DODWM explains that it depends on what kind of damage it is, what the value of the damage is 
and of course if it poses a risk to human lives, but that is something special. Some species are allowed to be 
hunted all year round, due to the conservation status and the damage they do. 
 
Can wild animals be recipients of justice, I ask Forslund?  
 

“It would be for their own sake in that case so to speak. You could say that justice 
is making sure that all animals have the right to remain and live here but at the 
same time it is also a justice in relation to us humans… Since, when we pick apart 
and destroy ecosystems it can go on but only to a certain limit until it collapses. 
And, then it would not even be justice towards ourselves” (Forslund, 2017) 

 
Jönsson answers to the same question posed to Forslund above. Here Jönsson says that certain animals are 
protected through law today, both internationally and nationally. But, one can make the case that animals 
should exist since they have an of intrinsic value or, that animals have an affection value for us or, that they 
just have a right to exist because they are also here, “full stop”, says Jönsson.  
 
When I ask Björkbom whether wild animals can be recipients of justice, she responds: 
 

“If justice would be defined as wild animals having rights, like right to live in their 
habitat, right to not be for example caught by people and kept in captivity I would 
say yes definitely and there is of course other types of justice that might not be so 
relevant, some types of justice that we would have maybe for people that people 
would have right to different things, not all of them would apply to animals of 
course but I think for animals, example the right to lead their lives and not to have 
their lives taken by humans that definitely, is like a fundamental justice that 
animals should have and also think can have it” (Björkbom, 2017) 

 
Björkbom receives the question on what could be the consequences by only recognizing wild animals 
through ethical and moral discussions, compared to the consequence when including wild animals within 
justice. According to Björkbom one has to consider both. Björkbom talks about a right for space where 
humans are not allowed to enter since then one violates the rights of the animal. Animals have everything to 
gain from it and humans just have to accept that one is not allowed to treat them as used to.  
 

“Maybe it is hard to imagine for us now, but I think it was just as hard for men to 
imagine when they confronted women’s rights movements. So, yeah, we just have 
to change and then I think legislation is important because, that would enforce 
people to change, the moral and ethical discussions are good but it is better with 
legislation as it is something you can enforce” (Björkbom, 2017) 

 
Does Björkbom experience that AR talks about wild animals mainly through ethical and moral reasoning, or 
is emphasis put on how wild animals may receive justice? Björkbom would say that the organization have 
and are talking more in terms of morals and ethics. But, AR are also increasingly, perhaps not so much 
specifically on wild animals, started to talk more about justice in the legislative sense. I ask if Björkbom can 
provide with an example of legislative justice. Björkbom says that an animal welfare minister is needed in 
the ministry who is responsible for all animals, that are otherwise stuffed into i.e. farming- or nation 
protection. As mentioned earlier, wild animals are not considered yet, or so much. Justice in practice would 
entail working for a minister, the animal welfare law also to include wild animals, that one can speak up for 
animals in court and move animals being objects in legal terms and move them to be juridical persons. 
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According to Björkgren, wild animals can receive justice if one provides them with the basis for it. Can wild 
animals and nature potentially gain from being receivers of justice, I wonder? Björkgren explains that wild 
animals and nature has the potential to gain from being receivers of justice, as well as humans gaining from 
this as well. By taking care of the environment, everyone would gain from it in the long run. Björkgren is 
asked the question regarding consequences recognizing wild animals through ethics and moral versus justice. 
Björkgren answers that one cannot simply talk about wild animals and believe that they will be able to live 
of the talk itself. Talk does not even feed the tiniest of birds, says Björkgren. So, more is required than just 
talking and Björkgren explains that the perception of the general public matters as it is this perception that 
might be enforced through legislations. There are problems in practice, as we say that Sweden have the 
world’s best caretaking of our elderly, but we do not. One need both an idea and put it into practice and in 
Sweden, Björkgren believes, there is a tendency to think that certain things should be done, but it is someone 
else who should make it into reality. 
 
Pettersson is asked whether WAP reason ethically and morally or in terms of justice. Pettersson replies that if 
one with moral and ethical principles mean that WAP discuss animal welfare and how animals experience 
different things, that is where focus is. What are the consequences reasoning ethically and morally or from a 
justice perspective? Here Pettersson replies: 
 

“For me there is no real distinction between what you say here. For me it is about 
acknowledging ethical and moral principles where one clarifies what is meant by 
animal welfare which then leads into people starting to think about… even if we 
not use the right word… that something might be justified. That it may be justified 
to act in a certain way towards elephants like we talked about. Is it justified to do 
this to elephants? No! So, one thing leads to another or can at least do that… and 
then… I do not know really… we are talking about the individual level and 
humans and relations between humans… and then one might end up in a place 
where one can talk about justice on other levels in a society. It is fully possible that 
we will get there but we might not be there now… and sometimes it might even be 
counter-productive to do this” (Pettersson, 2017) 

 
Pettersson receives the question whether wild animals could potentially gain from being receivers of justice. 
Here Pettersson says that if there was a clear definition on it, wild animals could potentially gain from it. 
 
I ask Nordenstam how she experience SSNC reason around ethics, morals and justice. Does Nordenstam 
experience that SSNC talks about wild animals mainly through ethical and moral reasoning, or does she 
experience that emphasis is put on how wild animals may receive justice. Nordenstam replies: 
 

“Perhaps none of them, we try to explain the ecological necessity and relationship. 
I do not know what it is best connected to, if its justice or ethics? Perhaps human 
understanding for ecosystem, that it connects better to morals and ethics, I do not 
know. There is no such discussion taking place here, except connected to hunting” 
(Nordenstam, 2017) 
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6. Discussion and analysis 
The aim of the following section is to answer the research questions in full, follow up on the two aims 
stipulated, and to contextualize the findings in the justice and animal rights literature more broadly. Theories, 
concepts and interview results will aid the personal interpretations and reflections. Discussions will for most 
part be in connection to the research questions but also highlighting unexpected findings and suggestions for 
further research. With respect to somewhat uncertain reasoning held by the respondents, it is difficult 
assigning respondents to this or that perspective. At times, it is easier and in other cases the researcher will 
remain abstract. As a reminder, the research questions are: 
 

- What are the main barriers to inclusion of wild animals in the realm of justice?  
- What is the utility of the justice term for wild animals? 

 
The research has sought to investigate justice and its advantages and disadvantages in relation to its potential 
application for wild animals. In connection to the first research question, “What are the main barriers to 
inclusion of wild animals in the realm of justice?”, justice in relation to law is considered beneficial to some 
extent, but connected to the second research question, “What is the utility of the justice term for wild 
animals?”, it is deemed inadequate since law does not always coincide with the “walk-the-talk” philosophy. 
So, as for justice in terms of politics, law can also in some cases be considered less dependable, as I 
understand it, but that it can be expanded and enforced to a larger extent. This is consistent with the research 
that emphasizes the precedence that socio-cultural norms take over legal rules in the context of animal 
relations generally and the sorts of user conflicts addressed in this study particularly (see e.g. Gezelius, 2002; 
Krange & Skogen, 2007; Bisi et al., 2007; Jukka el al., 2007) In other words, justice in form of rights and 
laws seem helpful, but it is the moral resonance of these laws that is lagging in many of the communities that 
are actually implicated in some sort of wild animal relationship, such as hunting. As what can be seen in the 
result and Pettersson (2017) specifically, other methods to protect wild animals can prove more efficient 
such as turn to companies and influential persons. From a researcher perspective, I understand Jönsson 
connecting justice to laws and regulations, where the respondent expressed that maybe laws and regulations 
are not sufficient enough when tackling illegal hunting, but rather that one should not forget social- and 
cultural dimensions, i.e. how one looks upon animals culturally, social acceptance hunting animals. Besides 
the research questions, one could also observe a myriad of relevant aspects deriving from the interviews and 
connected to the different chapters in the thesis. The respondents can be said to highlight (1) relational 
aspects (how closely related we are, how much we benefit from them), (2) aesthetics (associations with 
desirable attributes), (3) deep-seated cultural values and associations (fear, myths, historical narratives) and 
(4), contextual factors (socio-political predicament, management premises).  
 
A personal interpretation, deriving from the experience of interviewing the respondents, is that ethics, morals 
and justice are applicable within the organizations and public agency, but that it, at times, takes form in other 
terminologies and actions synonymously to ethics, moral and justice and that one unconsciously acts 
thereafter. Still, there were moments when I experienced that respondents found it difficult to reason around 
the terms of ethics, morals and justice. In the problem background there were also some questions that 
inevitably merge with the research questions: Do we need a more radical paradigm of justice or escape from 
justice entirely when protecting nature, e.g. sympathy, respect, recognition for it to really deliver and 
motivate? In other words, is it better to integrate EJ/EcJ in terms of law, and thus indirectly protect nature 
and animals, or is it better to have a discussion on a moral and ethical level where ecological or interspecies 
justice thinking are allowed to inform and expand EJ to a much larger portion? Or should EcJ converge with 
EJ? In sum, what are the possibilities and challenges held by respondents and theorists with wild animals 
being subject to justice? Although, some respondents occasionally argued that they do not reflect on ethics, 
morals and justice to wild animals, these interviews are testament that they have the ability and that they 
may, unconsciously think in terms of ethics, morals and justice at work. According to the researcher, ethics 
and morals appeared less alien in the conversation as opposed to justice in relation to wild animals, although 
there were exceptions to this as well. As a researcher, there is an, sometimes blurry, experience of the 
respondents talking/using/appreciating the term justice to wild animals directly and indirectly throughout the 
interviews and at times there was some uncertainty how to relate to the term justice, ethics and morals. 
Despite occasional uncertainty of directly reflecting on justice, ethics and morals, it was made apparent that 
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such discussions feature prominently, indeed “always” when it comes to management of so called problem 
animals. 
 

“[W]hen SEPA decide how to deal with problem animals, SEPA always have 
these ethical discussions on what is most correct to do” (DODWM, 2017) 

 
There were respondents who explicitly understood justice as a term used and applied within a human context 
and some perceived justice applicable in a wild animal- and nature context. There was a sensation of 
Rawlsian undertones in some of the answers, as where Rawls says that animals are not moral agents and 
thereby disinclined to justice. In other words, some respondents did not connect justice in general and 
environmental injustice specifically to be something that wild animals and nature receive, with exception for 
some respondents. There was one example where justice was understood as a personal relation to how things 
ought to be, which runs counter to the literature which emphases the cold, hard legal nature of nature that is 
not personal at all, but in fact the opposite. It is possible that certain respondents imagined justice to wild 
animals in synonymous way of justice among humans which might be a reason for the uncertainty and denial 
of connecting justice to wild animals among certain respondents. However, from the perspective of the 
researcher one may perceive answers that synonymously connects to justice, i.e. rights, consideration to 
interests, respecting wild animals and nature where another rhetoric is applied. At times, there were 
examples from the respondents that mostly centered on environmental injustices for humans, very similar to 
the theory section on EJ, with some exceptions where wild animals and nature was considered as actors 
subjected to environmental injustice, i.e. fur farming and its impacts on animals in itself and the 
environment, consequences of war for the environment, people and animals. This could in one way be said to 
connect to an ecological injustice where humans, animals and nature are mutually considered as recipients of 
injustice. Although there was a partial uncertainty how to understand and talk about justice there were, 
nevertheless occasions when respondents that did not consider justice to wild animals and nature, still 
reasoned and considered ecological justice and interspecies justice onto wild animals and nature. There was a 
sensation of the researcher that some respondents, somewhat, changed their relation and reasoning around 
the justice concept to wild animals, as if the respondent´s grew accustomed to the topic the further into the 
interview we progressed. 
 
Some respondents connected justice to law and then secondly to ethics and morals (DODWM, Josefsson), 
whereas others mainly started with ethical and moral considerations and then, perhaps, legal justice 
(Björkbom, Pettersson). This partly connects to the central AR debate between Tom Regan and proponents 
of care, including ecofeminists like Donovan (2006) and Adams (1993), where the divisive issue is whether 
or not rights should be formally legislated in ‘hard’ justice or be owed voluntarily as a function of sympathy, 
solidary and care (Donovan, 2006). In this sense, justice through laws on the one hand and justice through 
ethics and morals on the other hand represent competing spheres: the public and the private. Or as Dobson 
(2003) formulates it, duties to animals from a citizenly point of departure (through justice in the law) or 
through a humanitarian one (through care). For example, it can be reasoned that the work of some 
respondents may inherently gear them towards the justice term in relation to law whereas some might 
connect more with justice in terms of philosophy, although in some cases the terms are all integrated 
altogether. It is also important to engage in the double hermeneutic question of asking whether morals and 
ethics are reflected in law, or whether the law becomes what constitutes our morals and ethics, given as a 
majority of the respondents often refer to laws as general guidelines. In other words, does the law reflect 
reality, or does the law constitute reality? That is, does it rely on ethical discussions brought in different 
ways within organizations or agencies and the public or is it legislation that set the agenda, approach and 
basic framework for justice thinking? Regardless, as Donaldson & Kymlicka points out “there is a duty to 
sustain and extend the circumstances of justice, so as to respect as far as possible the inviolable rights of 
animals” (Donaldson & Kymlicka 2011, 51). 
 
Throughout the interviews one could experience wild animals and nature always being in a disadvantageous 
position as a result of human superiority and precedence. This can be said to be confirmed by the answers 
concerning difficulties when assigning justice to wild animals and nature. One may also reconnect to 
Kopnina (2014) who confirms that social justice debates have a tendency to result in EcJ and rights of non-
human species being forced to the periphery. It becomes a matter of limiting human choice and lifestyles 
where economic- and short-term interests takes precedence. Referring back to very beginning of the thesis, 
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this is a sense of human mentalities still lingering on the reasoning found in Bacon-Descartes and Shallow 
Ecology (SE) where animals in earlier days were, and to some extent still are, considered mechanical and 
seen as objects in a legislative sense, of which an example can be how certain pets in Sweden are regarded 
by law as objects that one can own. Connected to SE, the destructive examples on wild animals and nature 
characterizes the interviews as well when talking generally, outside the sphere of organizations, where one 
can make connections between the answers and SE where SE sees humans having precedence over animals, 
natural objects and plants merely as a valuable resource for humans (Næss, 1986). These values are still 
present and it is all a matter of how much humans gain from wild animals and nature economically, i.e. fur, 
medicines, entertainment, or lose in terms of their psychological well-being or moral character if and when 
animals suffer at our hands or under our watch, as in Kant’s decree about the morally degenerative effect of 
cruelty to animals. Aspects which also connects to the subtheme on how and why nature and (wild) animals 
are defined and valued - economical-, charismatic, intrinsic, holistic and individual perspectives and (4), 
contextual factors (socio-political predicament, management premises). In other words, it becomes a human-
wildlife conflict where animals and nature interferes with economic interests, i.e. grazing of forest 
plantations, wolf attacks on cattle’s, forest companies obstructing a holistic consideration to the Boreal 
Forest and thereby a barrier overshadowing and distancing the possibility of wild animals receiving 
sufficient justice. In other words, the current system barricades holistic and intrinsic values to flourish and 
thereby contributes to the integration of EcJ and EJ to wither. This could be said to connect to what is 
highlighted by Nurse (2013) and Garner (2013) in theory section, as they underpin that wild animals in 
particular, are frequently and exclusively considered in relation to their property- or economic value. Hence, 
wildlife is often under legal protection so far as wildlife use benefits humans in consuming animals for 
commercial exploitation or food (Nurse, 2013). Nurse (2013) and Garner (2013) also highlights that wildlife 
conservation is considerably driven by anthropocentric agendas as a means to make economic, aesthetic, 
medicinal and cultural gains. 
 
From a researcher perspective, there are many difficulties hindering the utility of justice to wild animals and 
nature. For example, there is the indefinable justice term itself which complicates, nature and wild animals 
as, somewhat, abstract and thereby difficult assigning justice and the question on what constitutes a fair 
approach to wild animals and what is constituted unnecessary suffering. Thus, it might be the case that wild 
animals cannot benefit fully from justice, just to a certain extent and at times not at all, in other words 
possessing insufficient moral rights, as described by Rawls and which can be found in some answers by the 
respondents. As highlighted by Palmer (2010) it “opens up a large and important debate about the capacities 
required for rights and the relationship between moral and legal rights” (Palmer, 2010, 42). According to the 
researcher, justice is, somewhat, insufficient as it is an anthropocentric term in which wild animals cannot 
compete with, in other words wild animals lack of morals. This can be said to connect to Josefssons reply 
and a barrier, where she says, 
 

“…animals are definitely at a disadvantage because laws are written for human 
benefit, I guess, even among environmental laws really have humans in focus with 
the aspect that humans have need of nature in some way and use nature in some 
way. If you destroy nature then humans will suffer, even with endangered species 
there is a bit of thought behind it so justice for wild animals and creatures, I do not 
think you can never really achieve a full justice… I mean a balance in their right to 
exist, to live a healthy and full life. It is always on the conditions that humans have 
placed” (Josefsson, 2017)  

 
Most of the answers acquired from respondents are in line with the chosen theories at hand, some of which 
the examples show above. In other words, one can discern connections and integrations between social-, 
environmental-, ecological-, interspecies- and also intergenerational (in)justice. As for intergenerational 
justice, it considers present actions either culminating in caring or carelessness for future generations, 
depending on present actions. This is a consideration which sustainable development heavily acknowledge. 
As for environmental injustices, one can discern examples that very well align with the theory section and EJ 
in particular. For example, respondents talk about western and southern relations in form of production and 
consumption. For example, less wealthy parts of the world are, according to some respondents, receivers of 
environmental injustice resulting in environmental and economical exploitation. In this study, there is also 
the injustice in the case of the wolves in Sweden, both in terms of environmental- and ecological injustice. In 
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other words, an environmental injustice in form of distributional injustice, by consolidating the negative 
impact of wolves on countryside residents and their interests, and ecological injustice in form of interspecies 
injustice through the illegal killing of wolves. Here, it is an injustice to people at the countryside, the wolf in 
itself as well as its place in an ecological context. On the one hand, it is an injustice where wolves are an 
environmental/ecological bad, which can partly connect with, i.e. (3) deep-seated cultural values and 
associations (fear, myths, historical narratives) and thereby connected to one of the respondent´s answer 
about Selma Lagerlof’s perhaps partial contribution to this fear of the wolf. It is also a distributive injustice 
for people living in the countryside where decisions are made from afar (Stockholm, EU). On the other hand, 
there are organizations who believes wolves are seen as a necessary environmental/ecological good as they 
have an important function ecologically. One can also discern an interspecies injustice where consideration 
to wild animals is given through legislations which ultimately benefits anthropocentric purposes, such as 
hunting legislation, wild animals not being considered in animal welfare law or wild animals as state 
property. As exemplified by Björkgren, Björkbom and Pettersson. 
 

The state decides the value on animals, “the wild that belongs to the crown” 
(Björkgren, 2017)  
 
“…I think that also for animals, they are considered, this might also be why 
legislation does not apply to wild animals because animals in legislation, they are 
considered as things, like you can own them but they do not have rights, you 
cannot build a case on an animal because they are only like a table or you own 
them so the case is mine as the owner, so if the animal has been affected it is my 
property that has been affected” (Björkbom, 2017) 
 
“It is interesting that we have an animal protection legislation here in Sweden that 
do not include wild animals. Those animals are pushed into other legislations such 
as the hunting laws and so forth. They end up in other parts of the law that is 
supposed to protect them, which is a law that might not primarily be a protection 
for them but to protect something else” (Pettersson, 2017) 

 
In other words, here one can discern exceptions on who can enjoy justice in form of rights. Though there is 
an uncertainty with regards to the aspect of owning wild animals. Here one can ask how one can ‘own’ wild 
animals exactly? One can own land, and wild animals may ‘live’ on one’s land temporarily, but wild animals 
are transient and legally no one’s property until they are shot/killed, then the hunter becomes the proprietor. 
In the results one can also discern a value graduation of animals where wild animals are assigned a different 
value and status relative to other wild animals. For example, the inconsideration of wild animals in the 
animal welfare law, wild animals assigned a state property value and thereby owned. In summary, there is a 
sensation of wild animals partly falling through the cracks or being in a no man´s land as Josefsson said, 
where little consideration is provided in giving wild animals higher intrinsic status in legislation. This can 
connect back to theory section where it is highlighted that less attention has been given to animal ethics of 
wild animals but rather been exclusively concerned with domesticated animals (Moen, 2016), where wild 
animals are entitled negative rights whilst domesticated are entitled to positive rights (Wenz, 1988). As for 
Palmer (2010) and connected to this reasoning, the author explicates in her work that suffering and pain are 
regarded differently and not as morally relevant when talking of domesticated and wild animals. According 
to, Animals Rights theorists (ART) wild animals should be protected from human citizen regimes. This can 
connect to the citation below where Forslund explains:  

“When we shoot animals, for example through the hunting activities, then they are 
protected by regulation. But out in nature when we alter nature by building roads 
or cut down the forest then they are not at all protected” (Forslund, 2017) 

As one of the respondents put it, although law has gotten into the law book, it is not an enough incitement for 
change. As a researcher I wonder, is it not even enough for compliance? When some of the respondents say 
that politicians make issues their own, I interpret and elaborate it as if the implementation lags, in other 
words a delay in terms of moral weight/legitimacy of the law to take effect, and somewhat distances people 
and organizations from the change that one wishes to see. In other words, politics has in some way isolated 
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issues and made it theirs in a manner where politicians want to appear in a good light. Continuingly, one can 
highlight how certain wild animals take a clear precedence over other wild animals. Charismatic and 
recognizable aesthetics seem to partially govern our relationship towards wild animals so that some are 
valued higher than others, which can connect to (1) relational aspects (how closely related we are, how much 
we benefit from them) and (2) aesthetics (associations with desirable attributes). It is in some extent large 
predators, endangered species and native species taking this precedent role. Many of which of course play a 
critical role in the ecological chain and actions are needed in order to preserve and regain stable species 
levels. Although, some respondents proclaim that all wild animals are of equal importance i.e. krill, mouse, 
rat. However, it seems, and is confirmed by some of the respondents, as there is a communicative and 
pedagogical challenge for organizations to highlight less charismatic wild animals. This can also be a partial 
answer to the first research question, “What are the main barriers to inclusion of wild animals in the realm of 
justice?”, and thereby a consequential fact acquiring justice for other less charismatic/humanlike wild 
animals and in extension the ecosystems and the planet.  
 

“… certain species do receive more attention than others which could be explained 
by that they might be easier to research from a scientific point of view, they can be 
more charismatic and so forth” (Jönsson, 2017) 

 
As highlighted by Scruton (2000), the author assumes “that most, if not all, of the stranger forms of animal 
life – worms, fleas, locusts and so on – are not in the same way suitors for our moral concern. They interest 
us primarily as species and only rarely as individuals” (Scruton, 2000, 7). Additionally, as highlighted by 
Plumwood (2002), the “criteria for inclusion are based on similarity to or unity with the human and give 
poor recognition to nature's independence and difference” (Plumwood, 2002, 197). Is it either a public, 
organizational, political or lobbyist priorities that decide the focus and thereby the efforts? Is it a matter of 
strategy where charisma helps facilitating an interest for nature and wild animals initially, which then could 
transition into a continuous consideration? This partly seems to be the case and based on the interviews of 
this research it can also be seen as an answer to the first research question. 
 
Words as intrinsic values and holism were often present throughout the interviews, terms that can also be 
found in Spinoza’s reasoning, DE and EcJ specifically and in sustainable development generally. In the 
interviews one could discern similarities to DE where respondents regarded life-forms and habitats not 
merely as a resource, but as important in its own existence (Næss, 1986). From a holistic perspective, it 
should be about attaining balance, harmony, system thinking and creating win-win situations where one can 
live side by side. From an individualistic perspective, it is the right of the individual animal that ought to be 
considered, which reminds of where the former reminds of and connects back to Schlosberg (2007) and the 
latter to Nussbaum (2006). In other words, as for how the respondents talked about wild animals, some 
talked about wild animals from an individual perspective (micro) as most important, whilst others talked 
from the level of species populations (meso), and some from a holistic sense, from a planet perspective 
(macro). In the AR literature, this is sometimes characterized as the fault line between biocentrism and 
ecocentrism. However, the respondents’ replies were not simply divided into these categories as their 
reasoning had transboundary tendencies between the different levels, indicating moral pragmatism (Dewey, 
1998), at best or inconsistencies at worst. Furthermore, one can wonder what it means for the justice concept 
in relation to wild animals and if it might confuse the potential use of the concept even further? As a 
researcher, it can be troublesome focusing exclusively on either or. In line with Palmer (2010) and the 
findings of this study, one can see a rift between these camps of “advocates of philosophical animal 
liberation, with their focus on the lives and well-being of sentient animals, and advocates of “holistic” 
environmental ethics, who focus on the ecological “wholes” such as ecosystems and species” (Palmer 2010, 
186). On the one hand, by merely looking at individual animals, one dismisses contextual factors as habitats 
and ecosystems to which wild animals are dependent on for survival. While on the other hand, from a meso 
and macro level one neglects the rights of the individual, same as neglecting individual human rights. Thus, 
one can deduce that Animal Rights and World Animal Protection focus more on individualism, 
philosophical-, ethical- and moral discussion whilst Swedish Society for Nature Conservation, Swedish 
Environmental Protection Agency and World Wide Fund, can be said to underline holistic and practical 
perspectives in terms of laws and visions. The term justice, in general, seem to be either understood as a term 
connected to law, politics and philosophy. Indeed, there was an example highlighted by one the respondent 
where justice was divided in terms of philosophy and law. Here, a convergence of EcJ and EJ could act as a 
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helpful incitement for a paradigm shift, as I do not see the theories function fully when isolated from each 
other. Here, one can see WWF, SEPA and SSNC inexplicitly talk in terms of ethics and morals, but still 
refers to animal- rights and welfare organizations as the ones considering ethics and morals more distinctly. 
There are in other words heavier emphasis to hard law and Thus, it can be proposed that stronger 
collaboration between the NGOs and ENGOs could be beneficial as a wider range of the different levels may 
be considered and thereby stronger justice performance. A collaboration that would have the potential to 
constitute a more pluralistic and interdisciplinary platform for protecting wild animals and promote 
sustainability.  
 
One interesting aspect which the researcher has experienced are the many similarities between EcJ and how 
one may reason within animal- rights and welfare organizations, where Schlosberg (2007) under the section 
“EcJ + EJ” talks about similarities as sentience, physical integrity, interests, needs, agency, capability and the 
unfolding of potential that humans share with non-human animals. It is no coincidence that Schlosberg 
(2007) under his section “Expanding the Community of Justice” says that “[f]or decades, those who have 
argued for animal rights have broken much ground in this direction, extending the scope of moral 
applications, including justice, to some nonhuman animals with interests or preferences”. Thereby, it is 
another testimony of recognizable veins also found within WWF, SSNC, SEPA, WAP and AR. Perhaps this 
notion could be researched even further in the future, where more examples can be provided to promote 
collaborations between organizations and agencies. As I see it, Schlosberg (2007) has already began bridging 
AR, WAP, WWF, SSNC and SEPA in the integration of EcJ and EJ and thereby a pluralism of thoughts.  
 
In relation to the second research question, a more thorough understanding for EcJ and EJ may provide 
stronger incitements where both humans and wild animals are considered. Connecting back to the theory 
section where capability and flourishing is highlighted, one can distinguish that one must take into account 
what animals are and what they need. Nussbaum’s capability approach and one of the jigsaws in 
Schlosberg’s construction of EcJ says that the capability approach unlike contractarianism, treat animals as 
agents and subjects, rather than objects. As the example the respondent Pettersson (2017) highlighted 
whether animals should go to school, is that justice? This may indicate that one must ensure each individual 
animal/species unique journey to flourishing. As what can be perceived, there is no universal justice that can 
be offered in terms of the exact same rights/treatment for all sentient beings on earth, merely equal rights and 
equal considerations. In the theory section, Dryzek (2002) highlight agency as a guidance for recognizing 
nature and thereby justice to nature. One can, for instance, clearly connect the term agency to the result, 
where the intrinsic value in animals is a form of agency guiding our relation, and hence our duty of justice, 
towards them. As explained by one of the respondents, animals are sentient beings that experience the world 
as they have the ability to perceive if something is positive or negative for them, which is also something that 
connects back to i.e. EcJ. This intrinsic value should steer our relation to them, rather than the benefit they 
can have for us. Referring back to the theory section regarding Næss´s DE where DE do not regard life-
forms and habitats merely as a resource but as important for its own sake, many respondents were in line 
with this intrinsic value. DE and EcJ in particular takes into account, for example sentience and interests in 
the equation which are integral parts in in the construction of EcJ (Schlosberg, 2007).  
 
As a final note and recommendation in general, I as a researcher think it is necessary to think more in terms 
of what is highlighted in italics, in other words more precautionary. 
 

“…rather than looking at whose interests should be valued higher, you should look 
for ways that makes this conflict not arise in the first place and in most cases this 
is possible” (Pettersson, 2017) 
 
“...literature focus predominately on post problematics instead of underlying issues 
resulting in the outcomes” (Mohai et al., 2009) 
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7. Concluding remarks 
There exist many strong motivations that are not alien within the chosen NGOs, ENGOs and public agency 
and which already exist and are in line with the theories EJ and EcJ. During the interviews, there was the 
partial challenge how to and from what definition of justice one were to talk from in relation to wild animals. 
According to the researcher, there are indirect and direct tendencies of ongoing justice, ethical and moral 
reasoning’s within the NGOs and ENGOs. There were different levels of conscious and unconscious 
reflections of justice, ethics and morals, either more practical and/or philosophical. It was either simplified 
by using a more colloquial language (rights, interests, respect), ascribing other organizations working more 
in accordance to ethics and morals as well as respondents stating that the organizations and public agency 
work more in accordance to justice in terms of law. In other words, it was more outspoken in terms of justice 
philosophically (soft) within WAP and AR and justice practically (hard) within WWF, SSNC, and SEPA, 
but of course with reservation for intersecting. EcJ might come across as a utopian theory for some, but by 
integrating EJ (predominately anthropocentric) and EcJ (deep ecology/ecocentric/biocentric) one can see 
many similarities, found both within human- and nonhuman animal contexts that needs to be recognized 
mutually. By merging EJ and EcJ there is also an opportunity for repealing the human-, nature and non-
human animal dichotomies.  
 
Referring to the research questions, justice, on the one hand, with reservation of respondents growing 
accustomed to the term justice and being somewhat uncertain in their reasoning, wild animals cannot, in 
some respects, fully enjoy justice, but at least when it comes to rights (= justice). There is also the aspect of 
wild animals in a disadvantageous position politically and in terms of law, where wild animals are protected 
occasionally (hunting laws) and neglected in others (animal welfare law). On the other hand, wild animals 
can be recipients of justice by providing wild animals a higher status in legislation and/or having animal 
welfare minister defending wild animals. In other words, justice, ethics and moral became a blurry mixture 
of conscious and unconscious opinions of wild animals possessing justice, ethical and moral consideration. 
In other words, one may state that there are both internal but also external factors - mutually - barricading 
wild animals from being included in the justice realm. Barriers which may hinder NGOs and ENGOs 
opportunity giving justice, ethical and moral concerns to wild animals and nature. Either it is politics 
(external) and environmental law (external and internal) driven by anthropocentric purposes or laws not fully 
implemented that barricades the opportunities for change which creates a strong tendency of distrust by some 
of the respondents. One may also see the internal and external difficulties in NGOs and ENGOs 
communication where animals considered cuter by the public but also larger charismatic wild animals take 
precedence, which can be explained by that it is easier to relate and sympathize with cute and charismatic 
animals that acts as key species in an ecosystem. It is for example difficult getting public acceptance 
removing the raccoon dog. 
 
Connected to the first research question, “What are the main barriers to inclusion of wild animals in the 
realm of justice?”, it can be said to exist multiple barriers between that obstructs wild animals from being 
recipients of justice. There is already protection undertaken for wild animals, though with limitations with 
regards to purposes other than the value of the animal in itself: economics, competition of interests of 
humans and wild animals, wild animals forced to the periphery in legislation, moral incapacities of wild 
animals and nature which obstructs giving justice, etcetera. Connected to the second research question, 
“What is the utility of the justice term for wild animals?”, there is an uncertainty whether it is fruitful to use 
the term justice as well as it is, somewhat, confusing in character as with the sustainable development 
concept. As with sustainable development, justice is open for interpretation, which can be used for different 
purposes depending on who has the power and interpretation prerogative. However, connected to the utility 
of the justice concept and the pursuit working towards sustainable development, justice can prove successful 
if wild animals are provided with a higher status in legislation, i.e. institutional arrangements in terms of 
animal welfare minister, wild animals in the animal welfare law and so forth. In other words, arrangements 
that reconsider the subject-object mentality of animals, much of which is in line with Baxter (2005), 
Schlosberg (2007) and Næss (1986) and thereby reconsider the justice term for wild animals where holism 
and individualism are mutually considered, as well as a continued and mutual consideration to EJ and EcJ. In 
other words, a pluralistic and interdisciplinary approach.  
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Appendices  

Appendix I – Interview guide (English) 
 

Interview guide 
 
Introduction 
The respondent will now be given some information about the structure of the interview. For 
example, when talking about wild animals you can for example think in a local, regional, national 
or global context. Of course, you can switch between these levels as you please and find practical. 
So, when we get to the point in the interview where we talk about wild animals you can choose to 
focus on whatever wild animal you wish and change to another wild animal if it helps your 
reasoning. We will begin with an introduction and move on to talk a bit about the organization. 
After this, the interview will focus more on moral and ethical perspectives followed by questions 
concerning justice.   
 
Informed consent  
When participating in the study, the respondent has the opportunity to be anonymous. In that case, 
the generated data will be kept confidential. The telephone and Dictaphone are used to allow 
transcription of what is said for my qualitative analysis. Only me and possibly my supervisor will 
have access to the recording or transcription until the research is approved. The material will only 
be used for the master thesis and the recording and transcription is deleted after the thesis is 
approved, with exception if you wish for it to be saved, for potential future use. Any gains and risks 
participating in the interview can be summarized in that the interview questions perhaps trigger 
thoughts of more or less pleasant nature. As a reminder, you can refrain from answering questions, 
end the interview or ask for break at any time. If you have any questions or thoughts, you can 
always contact me using the contact details you received in previous email. 
 
Do you accept me recording the interview? 
Do you accept the informed consent? 
Do you feel that you want to participate anonymously or not? 
 
Intro 

• Where were, you born, and raised? 
• Where do you live now? 

 
Background 

• What caught your interest investing in the organization/agency? What were the driving 
forces/interests? 

• What is your role within the organization/agency? 
• How would you identify and describe the organization/agency? Are there 

organizations/agencies similar to this organization/agency? What distinguishes you from 
other organizations/agencies?  

• Based on the organizations/agencies mentioned, do you think that there are ideological 
differences and similarities in how other organizations/agencies view wild animals and the 
nature? 

• What value does nature and the “wild” hold for you personally? 
• What wild animals are considered within the work of the organization?  
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Values, ethics and moral6 
• How would you define the term wild animal? Are there different kinds of wildness? 
• According to you, what decides the value of a wild animal? (Who decides the value, on 

what premises and what, related to the wild animal, is valued?) 
• Should acknowledgement be given to wild animals through ethical and moral reasoning?  
• How does the organization/agency reason around ethics and morals in relation to wild 

animals? 
• For example, if a wild animal is hurt or if it deals damage to someone/something, when 

should one intervene or should we intervene at all? 
• Are there certain wild animals that, according to you, hold greater value than other wild 

animals? (Are individuals within the species, the entire species or the whole ecosystem 
valued equally?) 

• Does the appearance of wild animals affect its value? (Does the appearance affect wild 
animals/human relations?)  

• Do you see a problem in how wild animals and nature are valued generally, among the 
public?  

• Do you think human interests should take priority over wild animals and nature? (In that 
case, why, why not, in what cases?) 

• Do we have responsibility in relation to certain species of wild animals? Do certain 
wild animals hold more/stronger rights than other wild animals?  
 

Justice7 
• How do you understand/describe the term justice?  
• According to your understanding of justice, would you say that there are environmental 

injustices in the world? (In that case, could you exemplify?) 
• Can wild animals be receivers of justice? [If the respondent clearly takes the “no” 

position]  
o When you say that, what do you mean? 
o Can you state any reason why this is the best way of approaching the subject? 
o What do you think would be the consequences of this?  
o Are there perhaps other alternative approaches that would work better (if so, what 

options and how?) 
• Could wild animals and nature potentially gain from being receivers of justice? (Why, why 

not?) 
• Are wild animals and ecosystem(s) protected for their inherent value or protected only for 

human needs? 
• Do you experience that the organization talks about wild animals mainly through ethical and 

moral reasoning, or do you experience that the emphasis is put on how wild animals may 
receive justice?  

• What would be the main difficulties when trying to assign justice to wild animals? (If wild 
animals were to be included within the justice realm, what do you think would be the main 
obstacles in enforcing justice practically?) (Do you see any internal or external barriers in 
this process?) 

                                                
6 Do you experience that the reasoning’s are more personal? If yes, do you experience that the 
organization reason in a similar or different manner?  
7 Justice can be about philosophical reasoning about what is right or wrong but also about laws and 
how law should be used. If you think about how justice work among people, perhaps you can think 
of how it would work between humans and wild nonhuman animals. 
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• What could be the consequences by only recognizing wild animals through ethical and 
moral discussions, compared to the consequences when including wild animals within 
justice? 

• If wild animals were recipients of justice, would the actions we take to enforce justice apply 
differently among wild animals? (In what way, could you give examples?) (Would the 
actions from enforcing justice differ between individuals within species, entire species or 
whole ecosystems?) 

• Are wild animals protected by law according to? (Would you say that wild animals and 
nature are protected effectively by laws?)  

 
Practical 

• If your organization somehow work to include wild animals within justice, how is this 
realized practically? 

• If your organization somehow work with alternative approaches independently of justice, 
how is this realized practically? 

• Does the organization latch onto “trends” within animal welfare or do you work with 
universal values? 

• Have you experienced/observed any change in your organization/agency´s attitude toward 
wild animals and justice over the past 10/20/30 years? (If yes, how? Why is that?) 
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Appendix II – Intervjuguide (Swedish) 

Intervjuguide 

Introduktion 
Läs det informerade samtycket. Respondenten kommer nu få lite information om intervjuns 
struktur. Till exempel, när du pratar om vilda djur kan du exempelvis tänka från ett lokalt, regionalt, 
nationellt eller en global kontext. Du kan såklart växla mellan dessa nivåer som du vill och som du 
finner praktiskt. Så, när vi kommer till punkten i intervjun där vi pratar om vilda djur kan du välja 
att fokusera på vilket vilt djur du önskar och byta till ett annat vilt djur om det hjälper ditt 
resonerande. Vi kommer börja med en introduktion och fortsätta med att prata lite om 
organizationen. Efter detta, kommer fokus ligga på moraliska och etiska perspektiv följt av frågor 
som berör rättvisa. 

Informerat samtycke 
Vid medverkande i studien har respondenten möjlighet att medverka anonymt, i sådant fall 
behandlas den genererade datan konfidentiellt. Denna telefon och diktafon används för att 
möjliggöra transkription av det som sägs för min kvalitativa analys. Endast jag och eventuellt min 
handledare kommer ha tillgång till inspelningen eller transkriptionen fram tills uppsatsen godkänns. 
Materialet kommer endast komma till bruk för min master uppsats och inspelningen och 
transkriptionen raderas efter godkännande av uppsatsen med undantag om ni önskar att det sparas. 
Eventuella vinster och risker med deltagandet kan sammanfattas i att intervjufrågorna möjligtvis 
sätter igång tankar av mer eller mindre behaglig natur. Som påminnelse kan ni alltså avstå att svara 
på frågor, avsluta intervjun eller be om paus när ni vill. Har ni frågor eller funderingar kan ni alltid 
kontakta mig via kontaktuppgifterna ni fått i informationen i tidigare e-brev.  

Godkänner ni att jag spelar in intervjun? 
Godkänner ni det informerade samtycket? 
Känner ni att ni vill medverka anonymt eller inte? 

Intro 
• Var är du född och uppvuxen?
• Vart bor du nu?

Bakgrund 
• Vad fångade ditt intresse att investera i organisationen/myndigheten? Vad var de drivande

krafterna/intressena hos dig? 
• Vad är din roll inom organisationen/myndigheten?
• Hur skulle du identifiera och beskriva organisationen/myndigheten? Finns det

organisationer/myndigheter liknande denna organisationen/myndighet? Vad skiljer er från
andra organisationer/myndigheter?

• Baserat på de organisationer/myndigheter som nämnts, tycker du att det finns ideologiska
skillnader och likheter i hur organisationer/myndigheter ser på vilda djur och natur?

• Vilket värde har naturen och det ”vilda” för dig personligen?
• Vilka vilda djur innefattas inom organisationens/myndighetens arbete?

Värderingar, etik och moral8 

8 Känner du att de här resonemangen är mer personliga, för dig? Om ja, upplever du att man pratar 
om just detta på liknande eller annorlunda sätt inom organizationen? 
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• Hur skulle du definiera termen vilda djur? Finns det olika typer av vildhet? 
• Enligt dig, vad bestämmer värdet av vilda djur? (Vem bestämmer värdet, på vilka premisser 

och vad, relaterat till det vilda djuret, är värderat?) 
• Bör erkännande ges till vilda djur genom etiskt och moraliskt resonerande? 
• Hur resonerar organisationen/myndigheten kring etik och moral i relation till vilda djur?  
• Exempelvis, om ett vilt djur blir skadat eller om det vilda djuret orsakar skada på 

någon/något, när ska man ingripa eller ska man ingripa överhuvudtaget?  
• Finns det vissa vilda djur som, enligt dig, håller ett högre värde än andra vilda djur? (Är 

individer inom arter, hela arter eller hela ekosystemet värderat likvärdigt?) 
• Påverkar vilda djurs utseende dess värde? (Påverkar utseendet relationen mellan vilda djur 

och människor?) 
• Ser du ett problem i hur vilda djur och natur värderas generellt bland allmänheten? 
• Anser du att mänskliga intressen ska ha prioritet över vilda djur och natur? (Om så är fallet, 

varför/varför inte, i vilka fall? 
• Har vi ansvar för vissa arter av vilda djur? Håller vissa vilda djur mer/starkare rättigheter än 

andra vilda djur? 
 
Rättvisai 

• Hur förstår du och hur skulle du beskriva begreppet rättvisa? 
• Utifrån din förståelse av rättvisa, skulle du säga att den finns miljömässig orättvisa i 

världen? (I sådana fall, kan du exemplifiera?) 
• Kan vilda djur vara mottagare av rättvisa? [Om respondenten tar tydligt avstånd från 

detta] 
o Vad menar du med det uttalandet? 
o Skulle du kunna ge resonemang varför denna position är det bästa sättet att närma sig 

ämnet? 
o Vad tror du detta leder till för konsekvenser? 
o Finns det möjligtvis andra alternativa närmanden som skulle kunna fungera bättre? (Om 

så är fallet, vilka är alternativen och hur?) 
• Skulle vilda djur och naturen potentiellt gagna av att vara mottagare av rättvisa? 

(Varför/varför inte?) 
• Tror du att vilda djur och ekosystem skyddas för deras inneboende värde eller skyddas de 

bara utifrån mänskliga behov/intressen? 
• Upplever du att organisationen främst pratar om vilda djur genom moraliska och etiska 

diskussioner eller upplever du att vikt läggs vid hur vilda djur skulle kunna mottaga rättvisa? 
• Vad skulle enligt dig vara de huvudsakliga svårigheterna med att tillskriva rättvisa till vilda 

djur? (Om vilda djur skulle inkluderas inom ramen för rättvisa, vad tror du skulle vara 
huvudutmaningarna i att genomdriva rättvisa praktiskt?) (Ser du några interna eller externa 
barriärer man behöver överkomma i denna process?) 

• Vad skulle kunna vara konsekvenserna av att bara uppmärksamma vilda djur genom etiska 
och moraliska diskussioner, jämfört med konsekvenserna när man inkluderar dem inom 
rättvisa? 

• Om vilda djur vore mottagare av rättvisa, skulle handlingarna vi utför för att genomdriva 
rättvisa skilja sig mellan vilda djur? (På vilket sätt, kan du ge exempel?) (Skulle 
handlingarna i genomdrivandet av rättvisa skilja sig mellan individer inom arter, mellan 
olika arter eller hela ekosystem?)  

• Är vilda djur skyddade enligt lag enligt dig? (Skulle du säga att vilda djur och naturen 
skyddas effektivt av lagar?) 

 
Praktiska frågor 
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• Om er organisation på något sätt arbetar för att inkludera vilda djur inom rättvisa, hur ser då 
detta ut i praktiken? 

• Om er organisation på något sätt arbetar med alternativa närmanden oberoende av rättvisa, 
hur ser då detta ut i praktiken? 

• Brukar organisationen haka på trender inom djurskydd eller arbetar ni snarare med 
universella värden? 

• Har du upplevt någon förändring inom er organisation/agency gällande attityden gentemot 
vilda djur och rättvisa om man ser till de närmaste 10/20/30 åren? (Om ja, hur? Hur kommer 
det sig tror du?) 
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Appendix III – Information till respondenter (Swedish) 
 

Information till respondenter 
 

Del 1: Information om studien 
Mitt namn är Amalia Björnegran och jag är master student i hållbar utveckling vid Uppsala 
Universitet (UU) och Sveriges Lantbruksuniversitet (SLU). Programmet jag läser har en 
interdisciplinär karaktär där fokus ligger på samhällsvetenskap och naturvetenskap. Den nuvarande 
terminen på programmet är avsatt för master uppsats där jag tittar på resonemanget kring rättvisa, 
moral och etik och huruvida dessa omfattar vilda djur samt svårigheter och möjligheter med detta. 
Jag är därför intresserad av att se hur Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) och myndigheter 
resonerar och jobbar med dessa frågor. För att ge en övergripande bakgrund går jag igenom hur 
olika filosofer som Rawls, Bacon, Descartes, Spinoza och Næss resonerat kring djur och natur. I 
relation till detta lyfter jag upp positiva och negativa aspekter och demonstrerar möjligheter och 
svårigheter att fortgå, med andra ord huruvida vilda djur och natur bör omfattas av rättvisa och/eller 
moraliska/etiska överväganden. Man kan även se det som att jag utforskar attityderna gentemot 
vilda djur och natur. Vilda djur är då, för att förtydliga, fokus i studien men ordet natur används här 
då en del väljer att prata om vilda djur i sin kontext. Detta är delvis vad jag frågar mig i min 
masteruppsats där jag, med hjälp av akademiska källor resonerar om vilda djur omfattas eller ska 
omfattas av rättvisa eller andra alternativ, samt begränsningarna och möjligheterna med detta.  
 
Ert deltagande i studien kommer mynna ut i en master uppsats som kommer att publiceras i DiVA. 
Dock kommer endast jag och eventuellt min handledare ha tillgång till rådata (inspelning och 
transkription) fram tills publikation, då de raderas. Då jag använder en kvalitativ analysmetod 
behöver jag alltså spela in intervjun för att kunna transkribera materialet och analysera intervjun i 
sin helhet. Rådata kommer efter att uppsatsen blivit godkänd raderas om inte annat önskas av er 
som respondent. Du har alltså möjlighet att ge mig tillåtelse att spara rådata för senare bruk inom 
akademiska fält. Fördelar med deltagandet är att intervjufrågorna kan få er att reflektera kring 
ämnet och potentiellt ge upphov till tankar som kan berika ditt liv eller arbete på olika sätt. 
Eventuella risker kan sägas vara den potentiella motsatsen, med andra ord att intervjufrågorna 
skulle kunna ge upphov till upprörande tankar, även om detta kan sägas vara osannolikt. Under 
intervjun kan ni välja att närsomhelst undvika att svara på en eller flera frågor om ni så önskar. Ni 
kan också självklart avbryta intervjun helt eller komma överens att ta en paus. Om ni skulle önska 
att vara anonym behandlas data konfidentiellt, vilket innebär att ert namn och eventuellt andra 
personers namn ersätts med pseudonym (om detta av någon anledning skulle bli aktuellt). Efter 
intervjun har ni möjlighet att komma med kommentarer om ni känner att något i intervjun skulle 
behöva exkluderas, dock förbehåller jag mig rätten att inte göra några ändringar efter fem 
arbetsdagar då uppsatsens tidsschema är mycket begränsat och arbetet måste fortskrida. Slutligen då 
min uppsats ska skrivas på engelska skulle jag gärna utföra intervjun på just engelska för att 
undvika extra översättningsarbete där innehållet riskerar att påverkas av missvisande översättning. 
Dock är det inga problem att ta intervjun på svenska om du känner dig obekväm med engelska.    
 
Om ni har ytterligare frågor eller funderingar kan ni höra av er till mig via e-brev eller telefon 
 
E-brev: amaliabjornegran@hotmail.com 
Telefon: 073-4202023 
 
Del 2: Informerat samtycke  
Detta informerade samtycke kommer läsas upp innan intervjun som en formalitet (den är en 
upprepning av en del av information ni fått ovan). Efter godkännande startar jag min diktafon och 
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telefon (som back-up) och ber er att godkänna det informerade samtycket en sista gång för att 
dokumentera godkännandet. 
 
Samtycket  
Vid medverkande i studien har respondenten möjlighet att medverka anonymt, i sådant fall 
behandlas den genererade datan konfidentiellt. Denna telefon och diktafon används för att 
möjliggöra transkription av det som sägs för min kvalitativa analys. Endast jag och eventuellt min 
handledare kommer ha tillgång till inspelningen eller transkriptionen fram tills uppsatsen godkänns. 
Materialet kommer endast komma till bruk för min master uppsats och inspelningen och 
transkriptionen raderas efter godkännande av uppsatsen med undantag om ni önskar att det sparas. 
Eventuella vinster och risker med deltagandet kan sammanfattas i att intervjufrågorna möjligtvis 
sätter igång tankar av mer eller mindre behaglig natur. Som påminnelse kan ni alltså avstå att svara 
på frågor, avsluta intervjun eller be om paus när ni vill. Har ni frågor eller funderingar kan ni alltid 
kontakta mig via kontaktuppgifterna ni fått i informationen i tidigare e-brev.  
 
Godkänner ni att jag spelar in intervjun? 
Godkänner ni det informerade samtycket? 
Känner ni att ni vill medverka anonymt eller inte? 
 
                                                
9 Rättvisa kan exempelvis handla om filosofiska tankar om rätt och fel men också om lagar och de 
ska användas. Om man tänker hur rättvisa mellan människor fungerar kan man kanske börja tänka 
hur det skulle kunna fungera mellan människor och vilda djur.  
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